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r‘hic i3 o *e .r-pzine tint does not need. an editorial. The articles, 
reviews, and comments i eluded for? the ty e of material I hone to 
feature in future issues.

There is an Editorial, because t’.. is is not the only tyee of mater
ial I hope to use. Insofar as s f concerns private myths, extrapol
ative dreams and scientific and philosophical ideas, it includes 
nearly everything the mind can concoct, For me, science/spcculative 
fiction is not so much a range of magazines or boohs listed under 
a largo ugly heading ”3 F”j not so ruck to do vzith a genre that pub
lishing executives consider only when everything else is read. It 
has little do vzith intimate knowledge of Science - my own training is 
with literature and history, and many s f readers may be more con
cerned with. engineering or the social sciences than those "hard science 
science” fields that s f is supposed to illuminate. 3 F does involve 
glimpsing beyond the generally accepted structure of Reality. Gerns
bach and Campbell, tvzo pioneer magazine editors scorned those who 
said "it couldn’t be done”. It (space flight and all that) has been 
done. The recurrent challenge to us is that ’’you cannot think that 
vzay; you cannot skip or doubt reality -• you cannot create something 
quite new from words alone", ft comes down to Originality. People who 
read s f are generally looking for something veil off everybody else’s 
beaten track. Are they getting it? Should they be looking for it, even?

lost of the contributors to this issue would question whether the 
3 F Field (tho se who profess the faith) is meeting the challenge. The 
English magazine 1IZ.7 dL 3 claims that it is the only magazine in the 
vorld still engaged in the enterprise of Originality, of seeking new 
structures, new worlds. John Foyster might claim (unless I’ve misinter
preted him again) that the challenge must be met within the Field. If 
it is not net, Science Fiction as a whole must change or perish. Others 
like myself would hope that there may be many not even touched by the 
"ghetto” who have the s f spirit, work in an S F State Of I'ind, and 
that their efforts may bypass all the traps and crudities of the genre. 
'Jhieh leaves the pivotal questions 'That is the s f state of mind?

Fortunately, it is still an open debate. After two years, few 
people are willing to be dogmatic about IIZ’7 T7CRL 3, 7i 11 iam Burroughs, 
or other sclf-conscious "experimenters”. There- are many who are willing 
to : ai:tain twenty- and thirty-year old loyalties to writers suck as 
Asimov, Sturgeon, Campbell, and ’ einlein, writers who have dropped out 
of the field or lost most of their old verve. Fresh, thinking is needed 
from and about both, groups, and all the shades of opinion in between. 
A good case is needed tc answer the attacks made by myself and others 
in this magazine about the American scene, but so far this case t has 
not been forthcoming. A good anti-nodcosmti) argument is needed to 
test the assumptions of the mind-expanders. I cm a partisan on many
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Illustrations? As you may observe, there are none. I am no artist 
myself, I have not had time to commission drawings, and for the first 
issue I thought it best to give the customers their money’s worth - 
6C+ pages of fascinating type. But that is not to stay say that the 
magazine vzill not be printing illustrations in future... even Leland 
Shapiro drops an odd cartoon around the high-powered pages cf RIVER
SIDE -JJAETERLY.
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fortunate tale of why there was 
by John himself. ACER was dying while interest in 
ributions) was still growing, 
loyalty of 
has rarely been seen before in amateur publishing 
ial from Australian and overseas contributors, John not only tauglr 
me everything I icnow about this game, but he al 
best articles to kick off the first issue. Can I say thanks enough? 
(BUT this is also the last issue in which wo vzill feature material in
tended for ASER. All contributions -destined for John’s magazines should 
go to him, and all S F CCIIENTAR7 material should go th the address 
given on the

To GECRGE T~ ENTER, the most helpful local author any of us is like
ly to meet. Without even seeing the first issue of the magazine, he 
contributed several thousand words of the kind of commentary that any 
editor in the country would be proud to feature. As John Bangound has 
already said, ’That would we do without him?

To JOI-IT FCZSTER, backbone of I "elbourne fandom and s f critic 
extraordinaire, vzho like DAEIEN 3RC DERICK, occasion!, brilliant, s f 
writer and critic, hoped to make ASER with these articles, as public
ation faltered and page size decreased. Thanks tG both of you, end 
(needless to say) may I welcome you back to these pages soon? The seme 
gees for 303 TOCI/EZ, unknowingly shanghaied into this issue. Welcome 
again anytime.

To +++ LEI GE + EDEC NDS +++ vzho enjoys watching the little white 
sheets come out of the slot on the other side of the duplicator, and 
who printed this issue. Leigh, with Diane Bangsund and Bernie Born- 
house, runs RATAPLAN, the best fanzine in Australia not talking about 
s f.

To LEE EZRDING, silent barracker, and all the others who endured 
the inception cf this magazine. It’s not another ACER, .7ARRC0IT, or 
RIVERSIDE ;TJARTERLZ, but ypu’ll enjoy it anyway ,Lee (especially if I 
can welcome back one name/fong absent from local publication).

To those vzho have already sent me letters - the magazine’s Letter 
Column commences next issue.
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Alass' super-ego, keeping an editor
ial leash on this latest attempt to 
fly away altogether. The most aston
ishing thing about the story is that 
it works - humour defines but does 
not dominate the conflicts of the 
whole visionary drama. Page 22’a sed
uction-scene, which should become the 
most famous passage in s f, is matched 
in structure, if not in quality, by 
the morbid overtones of the Ballardish 
car-wrecking scone. The numbness and 
sense of dissatisfaction at the end of 
this story leads onto THE SER HUT GF 
FUNDALIITI in Issue 179. This is a tot
ally different story, resolving the 
high madness of Belgium into the ord
ered disintegration and self-percept
ion of Chartoris* final vision. Gone 
are the mistresses, pop groups and 
cars, and remaining alone is one of 
Aldiss’ most remarkable heroes (beat
ing Eddie Bush by a long chalk) who 
resolves, in grand pathos, into an 
image on the landscape. In advance of 
these stories’ collation and public
ation, may I call the forthcoming 
novel the greatest in s f history?

Frits Leibor seems to have desp
aired of American s f as much as 
those of his colleagues who have dis
appeared from the field altogether. 
Gold might have published TEE 3,/UAFE 
ROOT OFTEE BRAIN (lid 170) in GALA- 
Z3’ s heyday, but only Ic or cock apprec
iates today the kind of desperate, 
jittery humour presented in this story 
in which all humanity ic judged by 
some discarded extracts from the UN
IVERSAL AI/ERICAI! ENCYCLOPEDIA. No won
der the Venusians wont hone. No. 179 
is actually dominated by Harvey Jac
obs’ III SECLUSION in which the 20th- 
century1 s Adam and Eve battle it out 
in the only way they know how with 
the happiest, sexist monster ever. 
Robert kills might have printed this 
eight years ago (if I1T SECLUSION 
could have boon written eight years 
ago) but only in NEW ".70RLD3 these days 
can saionce/spoculative fiction show 
its funny side.

Nothing but praise, you sec - but 
still I am worried. In Issue 179, in 
the issue in which the 20th-Century’s 
best sceptical traditions adorn the 
printed page, I.-oorcock includes BARB- 
ARELLA AID TEE ANXIOUS FRENCH! Ail, 
which juxtaposes the visual equival
ents of ID’s fiction (Fop art, BARB- 
ARELLA, ALFEAVIIjLE) against a righte
ously boring polemic against the now 
French taste for ’’bad films and comic 
strips”. Implicit in the conservative 
tone of the piece is a rejection of 
most of the best and/or most experim
ental elements in his own magazine, 
or else I’ve completely misinterpreted 
the article.

The only alternative theory, also 
shown in the stolidly sensible Editor
ials and reviews, is that Noorcock and 
his American expatriate colony still 
have no idea what they are up to.This 
contrasts with other rtistic revol
utions of the 2Cth-Centurys the cinem
atic New Wave owes most of its original 
impetus to the critics of CARIERS DU 
CINE!'A magazine, which was capable of 
propagandizing, explaining and foster
ing the new approach. Earlier still, 
Leavin’ SCRUTINY- and similar journals 
of the thirties and forties ’’explained” 
Found and Eliot to intellectuals and 
public alike. American fans seem to 
have developed a paranoia about Eng
land’s ’’New "7avo”, but what are they 
worried about? The groat fiction is 
not accompanied b; the kind of critic
ism that can lead to a permanent rechan 
-moiling of effort within the s f field 
as a whole. At the moment, without a 
revolutionary rationale to justify its 
efforts, I can only see the magaz
ine’s sales sinking lower and lower, 
the Americans departing home to a 
barren s f field, and t? o whole enter
prise remaining just a glinting memory. 
Aux armes, citoys ns?

(NEW WORLDS serials will be reviewed 
sep rately - see ASFR 13. But why is 
the best third of AIT AGE loft out? 
Aldiss doesn’t need the money that 
desperately - or docs he?)
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ITS? '.7CRLDS lies ICO, 181,
182, 188.

Reviewed by 3P.1JCE GILLESPIE

WHAT IS THE EXACT NATURE CT THE 
CATASTROPHE? moans Nike Moorcock on 
the cover of IIS.7 WORLDS 183. Well may 
he ask. Issue 181 is dated April 
1968, ilo 182 turns up in July, and 183 
of this monthly fans - I mean magaz
ine - finally leaves the press in Oct
ober. It did not seen that long bet- 
vc-en Australian deliveries, but the 
year must have gone more quickly than 
I realised.

Hot that Moorcock’s problems were 
solely dictated by distributors and 
creditors. After the splendid issue 
reviewed above (l‘To 179) the standard 
of the fiction falls off badly for 
three issues. The staggered schedules 
may have been an attempt tc stall for 
time until something readable turned 
up. "hutever the explanation, Moor
cock did not stall long enough (or is 
it really Moorcock and Gallis? 1TW has 
had more sub-editors than ASIIR).

Langdon Jones’ extravaganza had 
its points, but locks naked in an 
issue containing two other pieces of 
fiction. To be fair to Jones, his 
EYE OF THE LETTS makes a valiant effort 
to Convoy Moaning and prop up the 
rest of the magazine. More important
ly, Jones’ apologia in the LEAD-IN is 
the only coherent defence so far of 
the NEW WORLDS approach to fiction. 
Jones writes, in part, that ’’for too 
long wo have had the opportunity of 
seeing only vzorks with a strong and 
rigid surface formation.. It is clear 
that (a) revolution is urgently need
ed. In the average novel today, a 
very great part of the total wordage 
is completely superfluous." And the 
EYE GF TEE LETTS stories are "the first 
stories I have produced which say 
anything worth saying". We’ll take 
your ~zord for it, Er. Jonc-s. This ex
planation alone, as a partial explan

ation of the whole NEW WORLDS (non?) 
achievement, deserves ar. article in 
itself. I haven’t the time at the 
moment. I query whether the raising 
of the "subconscious" into the consc
ious structure cf a story achieves 
much. Apart from, anything else, it 
would cease to bo the subconscious. 
The stories themselves? The middle 
one T'”E CCEIITG CF T“'E SUIT holds tog
ether well, and has some vi^id, if 
nasty imagery. The first story THE 
HALL CF THE MACHINES is the prelude 
to somcth.ing-or-othor not noticeably 
included in this issue. The third, 
story TEE ETTE OF TEE LENSE, uses far 
more stereotyped miagos, and doos 
not remotely fulfill the themes ann
unciated in the second. Tossibly the 
stories farm a trilogy of prose-poems 
with beginning, middle - but not an 
ending. However, the whole project is 
far more interesting than anything 
Ballard has done in recent years.

As a reader, I dislike being made 
a fool of. To find that TEE SERPENT 
OF KHIDALIIII is not the last in the 
Simon Charteris series, and that the 
stories have not been printed in order 
is a blow indeed. You coulda fooled 
me, mate. Just what Aldiss is u~’ to 
will now have to wait till novelizat
ion, and he had better provide an exp
lanation for his con-trick. (Or is it 
just another mistake of Moorcock's?) 
At any rate, wherever DRAXE-MAIT ROUTE 
(ho 182) fits in the plan, it is by 
far the least exciting so far, and is 
the only story of the series so far 
that could not stand alone as a short 
story. Having written the main episodes 
of the novel, Aldiss seems now to bo 
merely filling the gaps. Why not pub
lish BAREFOOT ITT THE MEAD and bo done 
with all the suspense?

Issues Nos 181 and 182 are unif
ormly mediocre. Sallis and Lunde’s 
7ZSATI~ER MATT meant well, hut little. 
The prose at first sight is scintill
ating... but quite unmemorable. Disch 
has in another little "sickio"- 1-A. 
The anti-war sentiments are expressed
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through an idea fresh fresh from Bur
gess' 7ZAHTIITG SEED, and prose slickly 
representative of most of Disch’s 
minor stories.

For both those issues, the mater
ial included vzas not nearly as depress 
-ing as that deleted. This is the only 
vzay I can vievz the (non)conclusions 
of Joel Boss’ VALVE TEAlTSCHIFT (vzhich 
rzas shaping as a fine little "entert
ainmentbefore it just... stopped) 
and Carol Ezshvziller ’ s mudbath-paddle 
EETHAxlTFILENE ’"TjECOIXORIDS SCI'^TII.ZS 
FELFS. Hot oven the vzorst of American 
editors just chop endings from stories. 
To give I.'ike I oorcock his due (and I 
try to, I try...) I may have badly 
misinterpreted the intentions of the 
authors. The question remainss hevz 
many misinterpretations can a magazine 
stand before it is unreadable?

I don’t vzant to sound like a 
gro" ;h. I.'aybe it is Eel bourne summer 
Tzoathor, or the result of reading four 
US magazine serials in succession, 
but I cannot bring myself to say that 
a magazine that prints one good issue 
in fc-ur is all that better than IF or 
ANALOG or any other current journal. 
I’m on the point of retracting any 
and all praise of 11377 7’ORLDS (and the 
gross mutilation of BUG JACK 3ABRO1T 
does not help matters - see ASFJI 19).

On the other hand, Issue 133 is 
very good - good fiction and plenty of 
it, a conclusion of sorts to BUG JACK 
BABBCIT, and some assurance that II3.7 
WORLDS has at last halted dovzn the fin 
-uncial skids. CASABLANCA is Disch's 
best story arryvbero for quite some 
time. It actually varies the inevitab
ility of the Disch ending, although 
the suspcnsofu.l knuckles-in-tho-belly 
development of the story seems to head 
in but one direction. Disch is 
still a sucker for the "good solid 
story" style (one of the fovz vzorking 
for Eoorcock, as others have pointed 
out) but ha does have the reader hurr
ying to the end. I'e also directs the 
reader's attention above the story

line tovzar .3 the figures of the typ
ical American, vzoebogone, never—say— 
die, prejudiced tourists vzho vzitnecs 
the end of the vzorld (or is it only 
the end of their vzorld?). Disch’s 
E* azcd surfaces reflect ourselves, 
for once, and re the result is mere
ly reductio ad absurdem, not roduc tio 
to rigor mortis.

Harvey Jacobs gains my avzard for 
Best ITevz Writer of the Zoar. Obvious
ly, ho is not a nevz v/ritcr. ”o is at 
least as much a craftsman as Disch, 
Although still urimovzn in the s f 
ghetto, III SECLUSION, EGG C-F TEE 
GLAK, and novz DISTURBANCE CF TEE 
F3ACE form a formidable trio for any 
author in any year. The themes of the 
latter story are hardly original. It 
is the Grand Old Theme that Jacobs 
himself enunciated in EGG OF THE GLAK 
and I have quoted in the FICTION EACH- 
INES columns "That’s the danger of 
human contact. It breeds humanity." 
Ho’.zever, it is pleasant to see an 
author vzhe chooses the s f field and 
simultaneously tacks his colours to 
such an inclusive, basically sound 
banner. In DISTURBANCE CF THE 
PEACE vze are shovzn the reverse side 
of EGG CF THE GLAK, vzhose mad high 
jinks formed the happiest fantasy of 
the year. No high jinks or mad con
ceits in this latest story - Er. Nevz 
Yorker, encrusted mi th. suit-and-tie, 
bunk account and the dust of the city 
itself, is forced for a fevz moments to 
see through the eyes of somebody else 
than himself. Unfortunately this att
empt at human contact destroys the 
person touched. Floyd Copman’s Day 
In the Life of a Louse is narrated 
vzith comprehension and a tactile, 
terrifying empathy that could only bo 
imparted by a master of the vzritten 
vzord.

To round off this issue, No 18c 
features items as diverse as Lang
don Jones’ BICGRAIHICAL NOTE CIT 
LUD.UG VAN BEETHOVEN II (vzhich is an 
article for a Bangsu.nd fanzine, if 
ever I oavz one) and James Sallis’
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□UD3LE0, whose prosiness nearly ob
scures a nicely-told F’r.GF-styl o 
’’fable”.

The review section of ITET7 ’’CRLUS 
still ranges from mediocre to terr
ible, and Eiy plea for better cicritis- 
ism and self-justification, still 
stands. however the magazine as a 
whole lurches on, remains readably, 
and is occasionally magnificent. Can 
we give c-von this modest praise 
to any other publication in the s f 
field?

GEORGE T URHEB reviews;

FI CHIC ON PARADISE
by JCAIkTA RUSS
Ace Special.

For PICNIC Cl! PARADISE Ace have 
fond, for once, a sensible and accur
ate flyleaf blurb. It is provided by 
Eal Clement, and I quote;

The yarn is a cluster of 
alien worlds evolving against the 
background of Paradise? the harsh 
physical one of Alyx, the overly 
simplified deterministic one of 
I. nchino, the wishful-thinking, 
artificial one of Gunnar. The most 
fascinating thing is watching the 
picknickers choose what parts of 
the world around them they want to 
believe; some learning to accept 
more of it as it’s hammered home 
to them, some learning to duck 
the more intolerable realities 
more off iciontly than before..•.
That sums up my general impression 

but there is much more to the book 
than that. hiss Russ is a Cornell 3A 
and now teaches writing there (inso
far as anyone can teach that); she is 
a produced playwright and something 
of a poetess. The playwright shows, 
to advantage, in the strict cons trac
tion of the novel, the teacher shows 
in the accurate handling of language 

and the poetess shows, more subtly, 
in her relation of lar.g age to form 
and in flashes of intense associat
ion wl erein meanings sputter like 
sparks from simple words and ex
changes .

The plot is a dependable old- 
timer. A tough girl from the past is 
summoned to gride a party of far- 
future people ;ingrainefly soft and, 
because of their cultural background, 
mostly psychopathic in Alyx’s apprec
iation) in a march from danger to 
safety through hostile territory, 
"er problem is less the hostile 
ground than the helpless people. The 
dangers are not overly great as hos
tile environments go, and her fail
ures are mainly due to the inabil
ity of her charges to come to grips 
with the realities they have been 
civilised away from. They do net all 
survive.

On this base she has constructed 
an allegory of different types of ” 
reality (or different visions of 
reality) pitted against each other. 
Those who compromise or accept frosh 
vision win out; the others do not. 
If this sounds like the bones of a 
Campbell editorial, don’t be put off, 
because I.'iss Russ is a deeper psych
ologist and logician than Campbell. 
She never digs deeply into her char
acters or theme, but presents the 
thesis intelligibly and doos not force 
her incidents to hammer a point. The 
incidents are nor* al and expectable 
and the reactions believable; her 
handling of them is neither ordinary 
nor expectable. Nor is her heroine one 
of those irritatingly superior bc-ings 
who know all the answers against all 
probability; she moots her various 
Waterloos where her understanding 
fails her.

If there is a nit to be picked, it 
is the author’s choice of a lass from 
ancient Tyre as heroine. S F writers 
have a disastrous love of this per- 
son-from-the-past bit, and none of
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then: hove ovc-r handled it vzith any 
sense of the past to give it life, 
'fitness the literary slaughter of 
Thomas lore in Laffery’s PfUT J'AOTEB. 
Iiss Buss has no discernible sense of 
the "feel” of an ancient civiliza-tion 
and her Alyx might as veil have been 
a healthy outdoors Amazon of our ovzn 
day, but I found it easy to forget 
this and accept her as a competent per 
-son with a contemporary viovzpeint.

It is in the vzriting, often subtle 
and rarely ordinary, that the charm 
lies. The booh can be rocomendod on 
tvzo levels, as o, good, salty adventure 
or — for those vzith literary train
ing and insight — as an unspectac
ular but sound piece of good vzriting.

THS RING
by IIS1S ANTHONY BOSSPT S N/.RGRCFF 

Ace Special

Anthony and Eargroff’s TIZ3 RING, 
hovzevor, is a spectacular and thor
oughly unsound piece of bad vzriting. 
i7hy it took tvzo people to do it is 
beyond me; either could hove tossed it 
off vzith one hand, and perhaps 
that is vzhat they did. A couple of 
fingers each.

The book’s basic fault lies in the 
presentation of the central idea, the 
Ring itself. In one of our familiar 
sadistic futures, the retributive asp
ect of '’justice” is applied through 
the Ring, and electronic cum psionic 
device attached to the finger of the 
ralofactor. The wearer is unable to 
commit a crime, or even a moral misde
meanour, vzithout getting a severe 
shock; in fact he can’t even think 
about it vzithout meeting instant ’’jus
tice". Novz, such a device postulates 
an enormous sophistication in the con
ceptions of right and vzrong, and the 
authors have none suck in them; they 
offer a morality straight out of Sun
day School. It is doubtful if the 
Ring-vzoarer could so much as cross a 

road vzithout collecting shocks suff
icient to distract him to his doom 
under the nearest car. Cne is left 
vzcadoring how oven a barbaric cult
ure, much loss a highly developed 
one, could be Quite so innocent of 
basic psychology and philosophy.

In addition, the plot is kicked 
off by the hero committing one of 
those asinine doomed-to-failure act
ions vzhich writes him off immediately 
as the nit least likely to succeed. 
The plot itself is the one about the 
tough young man seeking revs: go for 
his cheated father, and vzer’ •_ itself 
out vzith the same tired old ..h tful 
of ’’surprises". ITor has the sadistic 
future anything novz to offer.

I have written elsovzkere that I 
see no point in wasting a reader’s 
time by reviewing bad books, and my 
only justification for trer.ting this 
one is a sense of having been let down 
by the series of Ace Specials, vzhich. 
have so far been appreciably above the 
dreary average, ’Then a series is good, 
you can’t simply ignore a bod choice 
and pretend it doesn’t ovist.

THE NASNS OF THAT
by ROBERT SILVER3EBG
3al1ant i no Ori ginal.

THE EAGES CF TIK3 came to mo high
ly recommended os the novel wherein 
Silverberg nt last forsook hackery and 
sot himself t.~ the business of good 
vzriting. This vzas interesting because 
over the last two years there has been 
a notable improvement in the man’s 
stylo^ but this novel shows him lean- 
ing/oockvznrds tc be a "good" writer 
and making the mistake of trying too 
damned hard. It is by no means a bad 
novel any more than it is an out
standingly good one, and it certainly 
augurs well for the Hilvorbcrg of the 
future, but it is not as taut or as 
generally competent a work as his NAN 
IN THE EASE, serialised in IF.
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Tho subject is one curiously 11© 
those which preoccupy Eeinleir. in his 
periodic proddings at philosophy, but 
is better and less pretentiously 
treated. A man from AD 2299 arrives 
on December 25th, 1990 (a date which 
prspares us for the ultimately relig
ious aspects of his acceptance). 
There is no way of deciding whether he 
is or is not a fake, and he slides out. 
of all traps seeking to pin him down.
_.e is, he insists, a tourist who 
wishes to observe this world, not to 
advertise his own. ‘.'.herever he goes 
he creates havoc on a scale our pro
test-car chers night env/, Deliberate
ly? I'aybe; he makes it hard for any
one to decide. The story concerns the 
attempts to work out what he repres
ents and to extract advantage from

A strong sub-plot concerns a 
young scientist on the track of total 
liberation of the energy of matter, 
and this unfortunately involves some
doub talk re the advisability of
unleashing ;.ch a discovery on an un
prepared world. The two plots are 
brought together quite skilfully and 
believably, to provide the climax and 
prepare the reader fcr an ambiguous

instead of solid material. Ee inter
polates pages of explanatory and at
mospheric prose which must be categ
orized as bad writing simply because 
they are unnecessary. You can skip 
them all and not miss a useful detail 
or an illuminatory comment, Highly 
compressed statement holds more lit
erary and dramatic value than extend
ed prose — but it doubly difficult to 
write. I'AIT III TILT I.'ASE had a less chall 
-oaging theme but was much better 
written simply because it concentrated 
on essentials and lot the pretty bits 
go.

Still, this is fur better than av
erage Silverberg, and one can no longer 
pass over a now novel cf his as being 
automati cal1y expendable.

(3G? Silverberg is no’’literary beg
inner” George, although you prob
ably mean that he just appears to 
be at times. Rumour attributes up 
to 3 million words to Silverberg,of 
which las s f is but a tiny percent
age. But like Balzac and Cola among 
others, Silverberg may have found ? .
that such a background is not always 
helpful for anything better than 
ha ck rr i t i ng ) •

but satisfactory
O f")C' S"" —rrx r< ri

loses control cf

ending. Throughout
Silverberg never 
this treacherous mat-

generally surmounts without showing 
f. e effort. ITot the least of these

THE FACIFIC _ BOCK OF

AU0TRALIA1T OF

Edited by JCEII BAZTZR

Pacific Books (Angus & Robertson)

successes is his handling of some inc- 
ie nt a 1 du t ultimately important homo-

mentaiity or partisan overtones. 
Other writers should take note, and
no nd c-r

The weakness 
d et c r: mi nut i on t c 
hack s f writer.

lies in his patent 
be a better than 
Ee cverdoes it and

makes a mistake which bedevils liter
ary beginners — ho gives wordage

THE PACIFIC BOCK OF AUSTRALIAN SF 
is u dull book, but I propose to rat 
thoroughly on my principles and exam
ine it in some detail, not as an enter 
tainmont but as an investigation of 
how and why tho local product falls 
short of even average quality. And if 
this talr.es me beyond the accepted pro
vince of a review I merely snarl and 
say ”I’m gunna do it, anyway”.

*7ith one exception, there is noth
ing wrong with the conceptions of the 
stories gathered here; elevon of the
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tvzolvc could have bee.:, vzritten into 
perfectly acceptable items of modern 
s f. The question; ~.'Jlzy vzerer.’t they?

The failures are of technique.And 
that is a literary problem.

Fit Denton's BURNING 3PEAR is 
sati sf?„ctorily done rdthin the limits 
he sot himself, but/l'imits are too 
narrovz. It is one of those little 
mood pieces vzhich everyone likes to 
do once in. a vzhile, even if only tc 
use up an idea vhich refuses to jell 
into a rounded rzhole, but this one is 
too insubstantial to evoke response 
other than a question mark. It
ends in midair because there is no 
solid ground to support it. The fail
ure is one of visualisation, and the 
soap opera dialogue helps not at all.

Frank Roberts’ IT COULD 33 YOU is 
one of those essays in the macabre 
vzhich fail not for lack of craft but 
for lack of restraint. "To launches 
vzhat purports to bo (if vze are to take 
John Bairter’s foreword as correct) an 
attack on the excesses of TV partic
ipation games. In fact he presents a 
savagely/ exaggerated assault on hum
an nature, showing his playe rs as 
barbaric primiti res who will stick at 
nothing in their hysterical greed for 
money. And "nothing" includes the 
public murder of the loser, even if 
winner and loser should bo husband and 
vzife. The reader simply doesn't bel
ieve him; the satire is vitiated by 
the overstatement. The writing is com
petent but the treatment is not. ".’hat 
Roberts had was a happily spiteful 
comedy of contemporary pr e -c ccupations 
- dressing it up as grand guignol took 
the bite out of it.

Lee T'arding’s TIT3 EVIDENCE is a 
failure of technique, plus a failure 
to appreciate the principle underlying 
the suspense story. Ee has attempted 
something for which he has not (or at 
that time had not) the equipment to 
grapple. The theme is guilt and ult
imate judgment — an enormous theme 

which must either be examined at 
length or presented in a single eff
ective facet as anecdote. (Anecdotes 
should be studied by all of us; many 
are literary masterpieces expressed 
with utter economy. Take, for inst
ance, that famous sick joke? "But, 
apart from all that, lire Lincoln, did 
you enjoy the play?" That one line 
contains a world of comment and imp
lication. And in the one line the 
story is complete). Loo struck a mid
dle course and tried tc flesh out his 
anecdote with a su.spcnsofnl build-up; 
it did not come off because a major 
element of the suspense story was 
missing. Cne wondered satisfactorily, 
and then kept on wondering with a 
sense of mount ing irritation because 
one was being told nothing; there wore 
none of those tiny indications of sol- 
uti on which titillate without reveal
ing. One did not feel the menace of 
his 'Catcher; one was told that he men
aced the protaganist, but he should 
have menaced the reader also. I could 
not avoid a feeling of; "For God’s 
sake, Lee, get on with it", And at 
the end I did not cure as I should 
have done because the- shock was one 
wo have suffered too often before.

Cf 1.art in Lor an’s AIT OUNCE GF DISS
ENSION John Baxter •’ remarks; "The 
fact t. at this story appeared in the 
top-paying and world’s top-ranking s f 
magazine indicates that, as a story 
at least, it came off". Since the mag
azine was the often semi -lit erote 
ANALOG, the value of the puff is ques
tionable. Veil, there is little wrong 
with the writing as such; it is middle- 
of-the-road s f aimed at a definite 
editor and competent for its target, 
which moans that it is one of thous
ands like it. It is, alas, couched in 
that aren’t-I-the-clever-one style 
which disfigures so much of the work 
of Eric Frank Russell; it is, in fact, 
a typical Russell story. The clever 
7errestrian outwits the silly local 
yokels. The error hero is a lack of
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literary tact, But it-Tus -yritten for a 
specific market notable for the lack. 
One would like tc see what the"lzlartin 
Loran” team can do with a less chi
chi type of tale.

Colin Free’s TEE YEATES?, TIT TEE 
UIDER7/CRLD is utterly competent, Eo is 
a stylish writer, but his talent is 
wasted on this doom-laden piece of con 
-ventional dreaming about an unlikely 
future, unredeemed by an ending which 
is conventionally grisly without ill
uminating anything, But there was 
nothing to illuminate. The nightmare 
future has to bo very original indeed 
to stir our hackles these days and must 
tc achieve anything, relate to ouri 
selves rather than to figures in an 
artificial milieu. This one does not 
relate. The failure is in the medioc
rity of the conception, and talent can 
do little about that.

Damien Broderick is (to judge from 
a very slight acquaintance) a sensitive 
and thoughtful man, and Baxter’s desc
ription of his work is ”.,.undiscip
lined, eccentric, gloriously individu
al ... ” This combination of character!st 
-ics can produce pyrotechnics5 why, 
then, doos ALL IE£~ LEKJP3EDA7S fail? The 
clue lies in that word ’’undisciplined”, 
by which Barter probably inferred free
wheeling and outre, but which too 
often turns out tc mean merely slip
shod. In connection with this story, 
that is what it moans. Barter also 
writes ”... if ho had more patience 
with the medium... " Yhother he in
tends ’’medium” tc stand for s f or 
prose in general I cannot decide from 
the context, but that ho says it at all 
reveals his doubts. The story roads 
like the work of a man -who has dashed 
off a yarn and mailed it at once, with
out revision or any real care for the 
result. The stylo is net internally 
consistent and does not always match 
tie mood of the story — particularly 
in the final tag line. The neat flash 
of insight is too often marred by 
cliche expression, robbing it of force. 

Baxter claims that it contains catire 
on ”... immortality, religion and 
psychiatry”. So it does, in an off
hand way, and perhaps these wore, in 
Broderick’s mind, the raison d’etre of 
the piece. Jut they are incidental, 
decorative but not forceful, and not 
really integrated into the total con
ception of the story. In the short 
story all the elements must come to 
climax at once, or the ending becomes 
tagged on to round off the work. That 
is what it becomes here, and the tag 
line misses its effect by being too 
patently thrown away. The thrown-away 
line is difficult to bring off; ask 
any playwright. The failure probably 
lies in Baxter’s deadly reference 
”... if he had more patience with the 
medium..." Broderick is careless tc th 
the point of being contemptuous of it 
and that is no m.y to write. Yet the 
tale has its incidental values, and 
he could write well if he set him
self to it, but the dashed-off first 
sketch rouses impatience in any 
craftsman.

FOR E3H LUST YORK by Frank G. 
Bryning, is a conventional tale by a 
competent, conventional writer. It 
mig t have impressed us in 1936, when 
this sort of thing was being done ad 
nauseam. There is little wrong with 
it as magazine fiction; it simply has 
nothing to say to us.

Stephen Cook’s FILIAL FLO"JET, is 
less a story than another mood piece 
which dees not come off. In writing it 
ho fell for the old trap of using evoc 
-ative words instead of evocative 
method — "coruscating", "sulphurous 
slopes”, "sheer beauty1', and sc on. 
It doesn’t work and never id, bec
ause the essential visualisation is 
not communicated. Ehut, for instance, 
is "sheer beauty"? It is a doubtful 
adjective miscoupled with an abstract 
noun, and conveys nothing at all. 
nevertheless the tale shows promise of 
better t'ings, and it is a pity to 
discover that Stephen Cook is dead.
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BEACH, John Baxter’s own contribut- 
-ion, is yet another mood piece and is, 
expectably, the most literate item in 
the book. Cver-written, certainly, but 
in the mood piece this is not always 
a fault. It is, however, too long for 
its content. 4CCC words is 2000 too 
many for the slender theme. It is pro
bably experimental (we all try this 
sort of thing sooner or later) but 
only a master craftsman can do it 
successfully, and Baxter is not that. 
But let us blame no man for striving 
beyond his reach5 it is a necessary 
experience in the art. '/hen he succ
eeds we applaud fact enough..

Bertram Chandler’s ALL LACED "IP 
is the most successful story in the 
collection, in that Chandler has been 
content to do what he knows he can do 
well. Be is at all times an unpret
entious -Titer who stays within his 
limits and rarely turns out a failure. 
This is backbone s f, the solid and 
unspectacular work th -which forms the 
springboard from which the more adven
turous launch their flights. "Tithout 
the Chandlers to hold the s f line 
the Sturgeons and Aldisses and Delan
eys might never have been heard of.

Ron Smith's STRONG ATTRACTION is 
for me the one story which fails bec
ause of its unacceptable theme, mis
cegenation between unrelated species. 
The writing is competent without being 
notable, but I simply cannot visualise 
a ror-tiloid species being sexually 
interested in human women, and Smith 
makes only an unsatisfactory token 
attempt to justify it. Such an occas
ional match can bo thought of as a 
unique moment of perversion, but on 
the racial scale it becomes intoler
able. Disbelief is not suspended.

THERE IS A CROCKED I’AIT by Jack 
7/odhams, appeared in a 1967 ANALOG 
and is plainly tailored for that mar
ket. It has a good, if unoriginal 
basic idea, but the tadst is predict
able before wo are halfway though. It 
has an/ number of individually amusing 

gimmicks, but is related in a delib
erately fragmented style which is in
tended to give pace but in fact succ
eeds in being a strain on the memory; 
one is for ever fitting the bits into 
position. It is toe long for its 
slender premise. And the dialogue is 
appalling.

All this adds up to a very poor 
collection, considered as entertain
ment, but was worth publishing if 
only to hold the mirror to the def
iciencies of the local scose. There 
is much promise here, but little ful
fillment. One cannot doubt that, of 
the twelve, Harding, Free, Broderick, 
Baxter and Smith have the stuff of 
literature in them, but they are show
ering promise on arty bric-a-brac, 
material has to bo strong before the 
artists can attack it -with. the power
ful weapon of -words; the day of the 
arty trifle is ever, thank God. It 
was once recommended that the ‘young 
writer cut his teeth on such things, 
and forgetfulness is full of the 
st" ff. Form and gracefulness arc no 
longer enough to win the plaudits of 
oven the lunatic fringe of languish
ing worshippers, and subtlety for its 
own sake evokes only impatience. The 
literary scene is alive with intell
ectual muscle wedded to solid crafts
manship, and only the determinedly 
strong survive on bettor than mediocre 
levels.

The five I have named all suffer 
from the same defect - inattention to 
the basic principles of fiction - and 
none of them need do. Their themes 
also are too slight; they should hunt 
bigger game. Their treatments do not 
fit their themes; form and matter are 
inseparable in literature and must 
be the subject of thought and experim
ent before even a draft is begun. 
Style need not bo the subject of great 
concentration; if the visualisation is 
solid, the style will shape itself; 
clarity of language is style. (The
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more- ornate styles — as with Uilliam 
Burroughs and, less successfully, 
Ballard — are used for special eff
ects and are idiosyncrasies not to be 
imitated or considered as especially 
good writing, which they too often are 
not, Delaney and Zelazny should also 
be avoided as models; their techniques 
are still very imperfect though both 
are a chi eving mast ery).

Bertram Chandler’s story is the 
most successful in this collection 
because its parts add up to a consis
tent if undistinguished whole. The 
anecdote is the core of the thing, so 
character is sketched in just suff
iciently to differentiate the protag- 
anists; no more is necessary because 
the conception does not permit exam
ination of them in detail. The amount 
of action is properly calculated to 
move the story without diversion or 
waste of words. The climax is present
ed straightforwardly, without any dan
gerous trick striving for effect. The 
narrative method (first person in this 
case) is conversational, the tone of 
any man relating an amusing anecdote, 
and works perfectly because that is 
preci sei 3^ what he is doing. The dia
logue is undistinguished but docs not 
need to be more. It is the tall: of 
ordinary people, and sissling wit or 
subtle profundity would be cut of 
place; it is moderately naturalistic 
(truly natural dialogue is an artist
ic imnossibility and world here you 
stiff) and is properly proportioned 
to the needs of each scene.

Now, this is art. I'inor art, cert
ainly, but it produces the only truly 
enjoyable tale in the bool:.

loss of either had he not been both.
VZhich is to repeat that cur local 

writers must pay more attention to 
the basic aspects of their art. (All 
creative work is art, and don’t let 
anyone tell you differently). The 
most unnerving aspect of this collec
tion is the fact that so many of those 
represented are established profess
ionals in more than one literary 
field.

R C 3 E ?, T TOC I.' 2 Y reviews?

TYB 2111,722111 IilT.TOSCTIClT 

by SAIJJEL R D3LAHEY
Ace Books <-0c 

(BG? 23INSTEI1T 1BT2B.32CTI01T is already 
one of the most-reviewed books of 
the last decade. I.'ost of the rev- 
lews Lave/conxusing, however, and a 
sensible reappraisal 2 years after 
first publication will only do serv
ice to the book. Besides, despite 
Bob’s fears, 12 did win a Nebula 

Award, and has now reached Goll- 
ancz’s yellow-jacketed English hard
back series.
Ditto for following review, of I.CAFE 
RO CI ’ FAKE ROOIz’ Pow that it has 
reached permanence in Penguin Bocks, 
a Retrospective Revievz can only help.
Do, if we must set precedents in the 
first issue of >3 F CCIBCftlTAPY - Retro 
reviews are just as welcome as any 
others, and maybe more so. After all, 
oven SLAIT keeps being reprinted).

In speaking of certain books, not 
necessarily science fiction, critic 
John ,Dimon asks; what are they "if 
net layers over layers of literary 
fragments chorea against our ruins - 
bodies of myth coated with universal 
history coated with human experience?" 
Be might very well have been speaking 
of THE EIITST3IH IMT2F..32CTICrf. ''The
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central subject of the book is myth," 
Delaney writes in an excerpt from his 
journal that serves as a chapter head
ing. It is just that - a richly lush 
tapestry of myths -woven from the 
vrealth of dreams that comprises man
kind’s Questing journey from the dark
ness to the light. Ifyth, as Delaney 
obviously realises, is just truth 
grown old, forever renewing itself and 
forever being recast int?. different 
shapes and shades.

The setting is the far future and 
old Barth has changed, but not beyond 
recognition. L'ankind is long gone and 
in his lace, inhabiting what is left 
of his cities and bodies, and using 
what is loft of his artifacts and mem
ories, is a now race - not quite nan 
nor yet quite alien. In a prose that 
is filled with echoes and evocations 
Delaney retells the story of Orpheus 
and Burydice, their love and their 
t> igedy, Along the way of his Journey 
to find his lost Frina, Lobey, the 
central character mr narrator, meets 
many people, ho meets Spider a dragon 
herder who is doomed to play the 

tragic roles of Judas Iscariot and 1'at 
Garrc-t, each of whom betrayed in. the 
name of friendship, Eo encounters 
Green-Dye, the very imago of Christ 
and hunts for Irid Death -who is Billy 
the Eid and Satan, the one who has 
taken Trisa from him. Eid Death, 
christened Bonny V/illiar?. (hilly the 
Eid’s real name was f’illiam Bonny), 
can control almost everything in the 
world except Green-Bye or music.Lobey 
eventually cor.es to a largo city and 
there he moots the Dove, the sexual 
symbol for a world where almost any
thing might emerge from a mother’s 
womb. She helps point him the way, but 
in the end ("Bndings," Delaney writes, 
"to bo useful must be inconclusive".) 
Lcbey discovers that the power to 
return his love resides within him.

Bare outline comes nowhere near 
tolling the story. The author’s writ
ing is so telescoped, so completely 

trimmed of every unnecessary word, 
that only by quoting the entire 
book could I toll the story. And 
tho impulse is to quote the entire 
bock, verbatim, and point at it and 
says "Look, in your hands you hold a 
wonder." It is that literarity, a 
really good novel, good beyond hope. 
It is by turns, and often simultan
eously, profound, funny, touching, 
sad, epic and always, always graceful. 
That his characters arc symbols doos 
not prevent them from being human in 
the sense that a structure of empathy 
bridges the gap from them to tho 
reader; that tho landscape they wan
der across is alien docs not mean it 
is incomprehensible, rather it is 
more vivid than the very world we 
live in and we soo every colour and 
hear every sound.

A fow incidental points. Other 
reviewers seem so flabbergasted by 
TEI that they can’t think of much to 
say about it or tho story. A fow 
call it a work of art, of which, there 
isn’t^a much doubt, and tho author a 
genius, of which there isn’t a shred 
of doubt. At least two took issue with 
tho cover, calling it garish and inapp
ropriate. "fell, tho book is garish, 
too, and the cover (by Eugo winner Jac 
Jack Gaughan) illustrates exactly a 
scone in the book - something that 
covers don’t do too much these days. 
The monster (which Judith I'orril calls 
a "rod daemon thing" loading me to 
doubt whether she read tho book) is 
rendered vitha fair degree of accur
acy, as are the surroundings right 
6.07.71 to tho insane colour-television 
sots.

Another reviewer, I thin'- it v/as 
Dudrys, asked what the book was doing 
being published by Ace at all. The 
answer, of course, is that it is of

+ Oomo now, BobJ Seo Goorgo Turner’s 
article on If, Genius, and related 
topics - 3 geniuses a century.... 
perhaps.
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a type that only a paperback publisher 
of s f would touch. The pity of it is 
that such a novel as this will prob
ably go down with the rest, and bo 
buried under the deluge of crap that’s 
coning out these days, unless someone 
pricks up his oars and notices it like 
they did with Vonnegut’s SIREM3 CF 
TITA1T. And then we'll pnbably lose 
Delaney, something wo cannot afford to 
do. Hot if he can write them like this. 
This is the book to give to people 
who sneer at science fiction. (I've 
already given away about ton copies of 
it raysolf, plus several that people 
have just started reading and walked 
off with).

L-AKE ROCK 1 LAKE ROCK ! 

by HARTY HARRISGM
Berkley Books 60c

The cover blurb reads? "An s f 
novel about Mew York City, Year? 1999 
- population 85,COO,COO." And so it 
is. As in Ellery gueon’s CAT OF I.’ANY 
TAILS and even Isaac Asimov's CAVES OF 
STEEL, though to a slightly lessor ex
tent, the hero of Harrison's novel is 
the city itself. It is also about lifos 
love, death, murder and survival, hr. 
Harrison has appended an exhaustive 
bibliography to the end of his story, 
as an indication that he has researched 
carefully (and it shows) and means the 
book to be taken seriously (which it 
should)•

At this population level, says Ir. 
Harrison, wo have reached the saturat
ion point, whore all of our efforts are 
going into producing enough to maintain 
the bare minimum necessary for survival 
The major problem, of course, is what 
might happen if a relay broke down, if 
a cog slipped. If all our efforts are 
going to produce the minimum, then the 
slightest difficulty would result in 
1 ess than the minimum being produced. 
This never happens - not quite - but

* EG - but of course it did happen in Mew 

the threat of it happening hangs over 
the entire story like a deathly pall.

Harrison's prose, as always, is 
a delight to read. Lean and swift, 
there is no cramming and no super
fluous wordage. "arrison measures out 
his writing -with a micrometer to a 
close tolerance and never says more or 
less than he intends to say. It is 
the kind of style that is unobtrusive 
and smooth, yet completely under con- 
the control of the author at all ti 
times, carrying a feeling of convic
tion and realism. There is very little 
evidence of pulp writing, and oven 
the alternate-attitude chaptering is 
necessary to this kind of story.

There are a few minor points where 
I disagree with Harrison. In the 
squalor and overcrowding he shows us, 
whore there is an abundance of filth 
and garbage, few means of eliminat
ing waste (some of the people go so 
far as to evacuate in the corner of 
their rooms, as there aren't any 
toilets available) and inadequate med
ical facilities, you would expect 
plagues to rage through the city. But 
they don't, and no reason is given.

Also unexplained is the reason 
why Harrison's main character Rusch 
remains in a job that demeans him to 
the extent that his job dees. Granted, 
jobs arc few and far between, but 
surely he could find work as a body
guard, or even go on the dole. Finally 
Harrison puts a great deal of the 
blame u~on the Catholic Church's birth 
control policies and the legislation 
derived therefrom. It is hard to bel
ieve tha,t in a few years they will 
not move towards a more enlightened 
and realistic policy, and it is equ
ally hard to believe that people will 
fellow it if it does net.

Still, this is a serious novel, 
seriously told, He shows us that is we 
ourselves who can prevent this happen-
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TEE ANTI-BODHISATTVA
KURT VO N IT E G U T ’ 3

SIRENS OF T.ITAIT A N D GAT’S CRADLE 

oooocoooooooooooooooooooocoooococooooooooooooooooocoooocooooooooccooocoo 
D a ei i o n Brodsrick

.</ •■';• .<? iCGOj X-' 3'<X'YX? .ACC
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The adult or mature version of primal narcissism is, o 
csmic consciousness”, or the shift from egocentric aware 
c feeling that one’s identity is the 
its environment. But if this is not 

tive statej if, in other words, 
e world like the bodhisattva, he 
s sense of being 
ve". Because the
I arcuse suggest
the gods", 
hi s harp... 
irrelevant.
labour...

to
Ox

.t

I-.Q seen

in 
act

vay no
The h

um ayu , oz a true sc 
boyend all need for 
something to prove,

CO
J.

The quest fo: 
trans i gent defi r_ 
cases of its con 
and ab sur-1it e. A 
their polarity i 
moebius strip. F 
some magnif i cent 
whole community, 
of that putative-

the numinous or the nihilist, apocalypse 
e limit cuss are in intimate relationship, 
rity of the mandala, the"two" faces of a 
ed of his Republic, ”if 770 could contrive 
would in itself carry conviction to our 
s acerbic novels are a timely investigation

, places, and events in ■ 
arming piece of nonsense is merely comic, 
loments "Nothing in this bock is 
ant pussling tension cf both 
antithesis, both categorical 
ion - and mutual invalidity, 
laugh while we choke.

’’All worsens

.A "nothin.

this book are real." This dis- 
until we look at its comp- 

true. " From the beginning, the ezuber- 
ncvels is established quite boldly. In 
declamations strain in mutual ccntradict- 
Vonnegut has us by the throat, and 770

course, SIRENS CF TITAiT is surely the
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longest shaggy-dog story ever told, while CAT’S 
prat-fall with the vzorld bs metaphor. They are 
jokes, and in bad taste at that. They are sick 
erness that they make tears. They are painful a

GRABLE is a vaudeville
e no rmou s i nt e 11 e ctu a 1
.■yokes of such gentle bitt- 
s a spastic’s steps.

As literature, the novels are difficult to place. They are scld as 
science-fiction, and they certainly cone within the bounds of our amoe
boid genre. That is, they invoke the mystique if not always the method
ology of science; moreover, both plots hinge on quasi-scientific entit
ies such as flying saucers and ice-rino. At another and obviously deeper 
level, they satirise the genre specifically and scientism in general:

and the terrifying-vide the delightful "chrono-synclastic infundibulum” 
ly abominable Snoi/man Dr. "cenikker.

Yet they have an appeal outside the ingroup of science-fiction afic
ionados. For the last decade and a half, the vogue has been for "anti- 
heroes", more recently for ’’anti-realism". Heller’s CATCE-22 was a 
brittley cynical instance of 
(discern?) a fresh category, 
sit most easily and witl 
anti-bodhisattva novel (I apologize 
criticism is a bastard business, 
ern, view of man-and-the-uv.iverse, 
lightened,

and a half, the 
"ant i-r ea1i sm".

the latter. I have chosen to invent 
within which I believe Vcnnegut’c 

the greatest opportunity fo 
for the ba 

is a bastard business) depends on a 
view of man-and-the—universe. Its here is

a liberated, man in a world where freedom is vastly and *. 
cruelly ordered, or alternatively where order is a shallow pocket-view 
of ramnant anomie.

s novels 
r illumination. The 

iast ar d termi no logy, but 
. specific, and largely East 

an (again putatively) en-

suing quotation Hatts suggests some of the existential imp- 
Taoist liberation, or in the new Western terms, Baseln- 

being-in-the-wor^d, is rendered impotent by division, by 
Spontaneity cannot be forced, 
of spontaneous lawlessness 
absurdity which transcends it-

U S 
lications of Taoist liberation, or 
analysis. Tao, hoing-in-the-word, 
cerebral categorisation and manipulation 
for then it becomes deliberation. Hot or 
comes the ineluctable Tsc, serenity in s 
seif into an integrated unfolding.

its reverse,
Rcmfoord is

Vonnegut winds skeins drawn out of 
the anti-bodhisattva theme, in and out 
the very mirror of Vfctts’ bodhisattva-artist, skewed, reversed, yet 
clearly recognisable. Ho is "the mouthpiece of the gods”: "'.■’cm should 
believe..." says Rumfoord, ’’because I, as head of this religion, can 
work miracles... I can work the miracle of predicting, with absolute 
accuracy, t. e things that the future will bring. " He has been placed, by 
the infundibulum, "beyond all need for self-justification", and indeed 
his "entire activity is dancing.” ”o dances a spiral from the Sun to 
Betelgeuse, be dances "over his golden jungle gym in ITeuport" for the 
reverent delight of "the same idiots one finds in toy stores", he dances 
the dreadful leitmotif piped across the light-years by the Tralfaradori- 
ans to their ’’disgustingly paltry ends".

And if ever any bodhisattva ozqseriencod Watts’ "’cosmic conscious
ness’ - the feeling that one’s identity is the whole field of the organ
ism in its environment”, it is Rumfoord whose node is a "place where all 
the different kinds of truth fit together as nicely as the parts in your 
Daddy’s solar watch", where "everything that ever has been always will 
be, and everything that ever will be always has been.” He has been 
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gangers. I alachi Constant, the nan 
carry ”a first-class message from C-od 
is a miner analog of the w’ ole Luman 

story to carry the replacement for 
is merely an analog of Salo, the 

y ’’dependable, efficient, predictable 
or eighteen and a half million years, 
d mean Tao, and its progression is .as

DtCZ
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:ap"iness ensues, it has equivocal roots, 
n love for the first tir.e, Bea,” promises 
■ing nothing but the dignity and intelligence 
gave you - look forv/ard to taking
and nuking sonething exquisite with 
of triumph - ’’when my son and I wall- 

.mb it, we 
jcends her

no linear so

ent

E©

The bock

soul...

will not be doing it for 
earlier artificial sense 

e of identity through whic'

’’Look forward to 
Rumfoord. "Look 

and tender- 
pin *"> . /J 
tainly Bea 
to that
your silly 
but she 
in her

s.\ 

those materi 
them”. Cer
: together t- 
rou, or for 
>f dignity, 
to rejoice

like a bon of mirrors.
r oreis, 

to the
wryly enough, 

beginning:
life

not
lucky, 
access

century ago, 
within

They could not name even one 
( But) Cut war dne s s lost,

fifty-three portal
, its imagined attractions.

to the

Only

Only
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T.Indeed, outwardness, the desire to know ’’who wa 
of all creation, and what creation was all about”, 
results? "empty heroics, ’ ovr comedy, -and pointless 
course not. It brought liberation from the control 
inns5 the false bodhisattvas danced their directed 
of the human race. And even the message? Greetings, 
looks? It could have been? Uar.’....

The point is, then, that Vonnegut whips his 
the ether. CAT’S CRADLE, the inverse of SIPE1TS OF UTAH 
elusive.

tongue froi:

Someday? so: 
our God 
if 
go

And
And
'-7

9

5

I will have to end,
T u to us di d lend.

to scold our God,
He’ll just smile and nod.

In the 
hie uses?

first novel

Oh, Mankind, rejoice in the apathy of our 
us free and truthful and dignified nt last... 
what a glorious weapon is Thy Apathy, for we 
have thrust and slashed mightily rd th it, and
often enslaved us or driven us into the madhouse

Crea.tor, for it makes 
Ch Lord I'ost High, 
have unsheathed it., 
claptran whi fi has so

1 ios

ITobody is as malleable us he who 
the second bock, Bokononism preaches 
ised into teams, teams that de God’s 
they are doing... Nice, nice, very nice 
the same device.” Opiates become the religion of
cynically and playfully, invented a new religion... 
enemy of the people, because the truth was so terrible, 
it his business to provide the people with better and better lies.

believes himself undetermined. In 
the reverse, "Humanity is organ
will without ever discovering what 

So many different people in 
the masses? "Boko non, 

Truth was the
so Bokonon made 

n

The destruction of life by ice-nine, is sheerly due to the irresp- 
bility of its inventor, and whole ghastly philosophy of militarism, 
cradle, no cat,” is precisely and chillingly the truth, but lies 

! fcftraos and Fro latria enable human beings to scuttle their sense o 
onsibility. If there’s Somebody Up There, whether They like you or 
there is some chance of eventually discovering the fifty-three 

-als to the sodLj when the only outside entities are fom? the earth 
:s into eternal "./inter.

”1 thought this was trash. ”

’’Cf course it’s trash] ” says Bokonon. !

It is difficult to 
book. It is the 
of myself,
22

typical fi nal 
grinning horribly, 

n rp
iu 1? 22



to shift the blame, to 
Bokonon mean this? Has 
mythos, or is it one fi 
is the case, the point 
been renounced.

salve the conscience in projection, But does 
the "spurious holy nan" clipped into his o~:m. 
nnl enormous irony on self-deception? ’Thiohever 
is clearly made. The last responsibility has

Ncemikker is another anti-bodhisattva, an idlot-savant, morally 
t, intellectually genius, he is the spirit of spontaneity, the Tao 
laved action, the unconscious mind without an ego t- control it, 
dubious humanity needs no Bokononist lies to keep its mind off the 
ries of life? It is unaware of them. "Thy should I bother with 
-up games v er here are so many real ones going on?" An eminently 
rated remark, since fcr a bodhisattva life is IZaya, the Great Game; 
rtunately, the real games fcr "oenikker included developing the 
ic bomb and inventing ice-nine. Ao Uatts says, "Mot caring is the 
dy of serenity."

:> j

In CAT ’ • j CRADLE, anomi e, norml es snes o, 
,ttva into a religion of

iced by ludicrous fear
Ragaarok moves inexorably out 
lay murdered as a joke. "’’.’hat" 
I ankind on Earth, Own 
Nothing?

is defended by the anti-
’ resignation. I oral anxiety ic catbart- 

s (practise bokc-maru at the risk of the Rook), 
bly out of a "thrilling show"; Jonah’s we t cat 

(indeed) "Can a Though ful Lan hope for 
the Ezuerience of the East I ill ion ’fears?"

us parables for our time. The question of moral 
individually and in concert, has never more been 
•n. The putative identity of the Noble Lie and 
the e::istance of the whole human race.

The two most dubious responses are these?
"I guess somebody up there likes me. "
"I would make a statue of myself.,, thumbling riy nose at You TZnov 
"?ho. "

The mandala is stark? The inevitability of illusion; the illusion 
of inevitability. Ami du criminel.

COO020000oooooooooooocooooooooCOOCOO0000000ocoooooooccoooo0000coocoooocoo

Only Kurt Vonnegut or Damien Broderick could follov Damien Broderick 
on Zr.rt Vonnegut, Regardless of the "Big Names" included in thio issue 
we sight nothing from Ifr. Vonnegut except high praise from the American 
newsmagazines for his latest collection of short stories.

Nothing more on hand from Damien, either, except a little biog. 
information. I’ve only met him tvo or three times, and for many of us 
he has some of the air of a Iiystery Iran. Nevertheless, when occasionally 
surfacing at fannish occasion^ Damien wields no mean tongue on the 
subject ef science fiction - cr anything else, for that matter. John 
Baxter, who probably knows Damien as veil as anyone else in fandom, 
cays in PACIFIC BOOK OF AUSTRALIAN S F (which you all should have read 
anyway) that Damien has "a degree from IZonash University", has written 
many items fcr "student newspapers" (LOT’B UIFS) and also boasts "a 
collection of short stories.." and "freelance fiction". "That’s the rest 
of the story, Damien?
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GEORGE TURNER
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The concept of "Intelligence ^u.oticnt" has exorcised a strong and 
usually pernicious influence on the s f writer. There was a 
period in the late thirties when no tale was complete without 
reference to the IS of villain or hero or both, generally on 
the supergenius level, although Theodore Sturgeon preferred, 
in his covertly sadistic way, to deal with morons.
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..even if an I£ of 10,000 existed wo couldn’t recognise it, let alone 
measure it or conceive what it meant. For practical purposes we 
can’t measure with any accuracy an I', of more than about 140. At 
that level there is an error of some 5$, no matter which tests 
are used, and reported results of IGO and higher are so unreli
able as to be valueless. A recent report (in TILE) of a lad with 
an Ij; of 134 is utterly meaningless...

..to make it worse, there is no certainty just what is being evaluated 
in an I>. test. No psychological definition of "intelligence" 
exists. Bather, it might be better to say that you can take your 
pick of definitions, and be pretty sure that no tost evaluates 
any of them...

T'.
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figures can make you wonder just what was being measured

*.7c can design a test for a drunken man which ’.dll show reasonably 
well his capacities when not drunk, and he will pass it on his 
usual level — compensating factors will produce his ’’sober” fig
ure. But if you. give him the ’’sober” test without the compensat
ing factors, the result may well bo moronic. Co intelligence is 
not a stable part of the makeup, like the Quantity of blood or 
the number of bones.

So there’s a possibility that 11 is indeed a measure cf your 
ability to use what you have, net an absolute measure cf what you 
have to use...
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’That ever genius is, we can bo pretty s 
discovered via an intelligence tost...

..that last note nrnkes hash cf my i .oa that I 
ability to use your mental equipment. S. 
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never soon estimates for the other two...
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because the evaluator has mista’<en the nature of the aptitude 
showing up in the test, and this is sometimes the case when one 
talent looks like another.

For instance, an evaluator with an artistic cast of mind may take 
an aptitude for form arrangement and spatial judgment as evidence 
of an aesthetic bent, whereas they may equally 'roll bo the symp
toms of mathematical ability. I/'ost tests contain built-in protec
tion against this sort of confusion, but it still cun happen...
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..nevertheless, someone should do some work on the relationship, if 
any, between 12 and genius. (Give mo genius and you can stick 
your 121) I must road Foostler’s ACT OF CF.EATICII again. It boars 
heavily on the point, even if you have reservations about his 
premise..•
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Unless ho has been fooling us all 
along, John Foystor is one of the fev 
people in Australia vho have actually 
read the bulk of the material from the 
Golden Age of 3 F. I.ore than anyone 
else I knov he is in a positionto place 
today’s magazine fiction in a perspec
tive that reveals its poverty or other- 
vise. The folloving survey should be 
read in connection vith the FICTIC1T 
ITACmINES column,

DECLINE A IT D FALL

OOOCOGOOGOGOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOC OOOC OCCOOOOO OOPOOOOOOOOOCGOO oooooooooccooco
John F o y s t e r

XCX XCG'OT*W77XC?"CUXCCC7. •' CO? OXCddX

These are tremendously important points - because they sbov the 
difference betvoen the average reader and the reader of science 
f i ct i on. In the sci ea.ee fiction field there is no sign of a do cline 
of attention. Its better magazines have increased in number. They 
have- increased their circulations. Their editors accept good 
stories of any length.

Just orhen vould readers date this piece? ~cv recently could that 
sort of argument have been advanced seriously? Reginald Bretnor said it 
in late 1953 (©IT TAKING SCIENCE FICTION S31ICU3LY; SCIENCE FICTION 
ADVERTISER "’.’inter 1953-4), and ho must have been right at the end of 
the era during vhich it remained true. "’.’hen this article \zas origin
ally published, Standard Publications vac already in trouble vith its 
stable of magazines, and SCIENCE FICTION PLUS had already gone under. 
Cthc-r magazines vould soon stumble and fall.

But midvay through 1953 I supese things locked rather bright, 
and t' e situation must have been much as Bretnor described it. The last 
claim is not vorth the paper it is printed on, ..of course, because ve 
have no nay of checking its truth or falsity. Good striec vero 
certainly being accepted, hut they nay also have been rejected] The 
difficulties James Blis?_ had vith A CASE OF CCITSCIEITCB and semevhat 
later, Farmer vith I C'.-E FCR TILE FLESn, suggest that the path vas not 
cu.ite as rosy as I.r. Bretnor suggested.

At any rate, the situation is novr much changed? there are fever 
magazines, their circulatio" is lover - but vh t about the quality? SF 
fans have argued since 19 88 about the quality of current SF. Because of 
this it is vith some reluctance that I fol lev their example and claim . 
that t'day’s ST is no better, and is possibly vorse than the SF of 
tventy years ago. This is a fair sized claim. The fans of the early 
thirties looked back to the tventies. By 1938 it vac obvious that 1934 
vas the Golden Age and by *45 the turn of the decade vas the nev Golden 
Ago. Later it vas the turn of the late forties. All those are short-tori:?.
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things, a glance over the shoulder - often to the tine vzhen the ccr.p- 
lainant first started to read science fiction.. But I’m going back 
twenty years - sone eiglt years before I started reading Ctf.

Monetizing rust have joltc-Cj/^into this reverie, and I admit that read
ing James Blish’s anthology 1T~£'"T BNE&J'S T? 18 IfOBNIIIG was the cause. The 
bulk of those stories (all but one, in foot; were published ton years 
before the anthology ’./as compiled] Ton years or more] Lay I review some 
of the changes in science fiction since 1CMS, without claiming tc be 
all-inconclusive? 1SCC— stories become pulpisb? 19C4 - thought 
variants, the big idea becomes alls 1939 - Novas, same gimmick, smoother 
writing? 1945-6 - rise of more "human” MF? 195C - sociological sf. 
Finis, End. Kaput. ITo more changes. Nothing. There are very few stories 
being published today ie. would not have been at home in the magazines 
of 1950-1 - a period of sone IS cr 17 years. hot the stories of that 
time just couldn’t have appeared in 1983-4]

Let me crib a little closer to our time and claim that 1954 has been 
the beginning of the end, as seen in 1937. I take you back an equal 
period, to 194C, and enamine seme oz? the writers to appear first in the 
interval 1940-1953:

Anderson, 31ish, Boucher, Brackett, Bradbury, Brown, Cartmi11, Chand1er, 
Clarke, Clement, Dickson, Gunn, harness, Jones, Knight, Xornbluth, 
I.acDonald, L'clntcsh, I atheson, Neville, Oliver, Pohl, .Cchi’itz, Shiras 
Smith (both Cordwainer and G.O.) and Jack Va.ce all appeared by 191'0 
(and are therefore mentioned in Day’s INDEX ((thank you, Bob Smith)) 
and my mo"ory would add these from the nerzt couple of years - Budrys, 
Dick, Farmer, I'ill or and Vonnegut - thong', doubtless I have left out 
several names. Now who can we set against t is lot, from a second period 
of 14 years - Jack Sharkey? henry Slesar? Aldiss (English)? Ballard 
(English)? Delany? Zelazny? It doesn’t amount to '.‘.any, and unless 
C.C. LlacApp is your version of Kris Neville, and Fred Saberhagen is a 
latter day Bradbury, I feel you. are going tc be in difficulty raising a 
good opposition tea: .

Cf course it mould bo obvious tc argue in. turn th.at the gren t 
writers of the last fourteen years have not yet read od their greatest 
heights, hemever, the gortler-.en (and ladies) listed for 1940-1953 not 
only started uniting in that period but also got fairly near their res
pective peaks? once tior.s are Chandler, Dickson, Smith and Vance. I guess 
I just can’t see Larry Niven as another I“al Clement.

Nor -./as 1940 a good year to pick, and therefore unfair. Going back 
another year mould have picked up such mediocrities as Asimov, Bester, 
"einlein, Leiber, Sturgeon and Van Vogt. But these names are not necess
ary - the argument is quite strong enough without their assistance.

OX, so we will admit that the last 14 years of publishing have not 
introduced many good writers, and that the magazines have declined 
somewhat. Does this necessarily mean that cf is net as good as it was? 
I third: so, and I’d like to bring forward a little more evidence. In 
VANDUO 170 Buck Coulson. published the result of his short story poll, 
he states that the majority cf his voters were ’’relative newcomers to 
science fiction". The first ten publication dates are 1941, 1954, 1939,
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(c. 194-7), 194-1, 1S4-4-, 1941, 105C, 1359 and 1255. Three out, of ten in 
the lust 14- years. The overall picture is more startling. Cf the SO 
stories listed, only 13 seem to have been published in 1954- or after. 
Only five cf the top 36 authors first arm soared in print inthe years 
after 19531

So cone people didn’t line recent short stories. \7hut about novels? 
I’m glu.’ you asked r.o that. T. Schuyler hi Iler’s Favourite Book Foil 
for 19-36 lists the 27 top books - G of which were written after 1*253, 
the highest placing tenth.

The evidence is beginning to pile up, isn’t it? There’s been a good 
deal of opinion in this piece so far, os there mr.st alwuyc bo, but I’ve 
tried to leaver. it with information which is more or less statistical; 
veil, I have used the opinions of others.

Let’s summarise the situation. Today there sre fever sagas inc a, with 
smaller circulations, than there ■.•zero in 1954. There have boon few 
writers who have risen to the top in the last fourteen years as compared 
with the previous fourteen years (and the fourteen years before that were 
not very productive). Cpini n polls today indicate that the- short stories 
of the forties arc superior to those of the fifties and siztios. Few 
readers prefer novels written 'after 1953 as compared with those written 
before. One- would have to bo blind to claim that GF is bettor off than 
it over was before.

Certainly the paperback houses uro producing many original novels 
- but the/ don’t win Hugos and they don’t make Foil lists. This seems 
to mo the one argument in favour of the ; resent ’’health” cf sceience 
fiction.

“That happens now? There have boon doldrums in the past, but not so 
long as this, I think.

“fonder whet caused it? “'lender why the good writers quit? Try 
looking at the rates to authors. Does IF pay more for a novel in 1367 
than TTfBTLBTG- did in 1952? Do you pay more for IF in 1967 than you 
paid for GTARTLIITG in. 1952? Arc- you paying mere and enjoying it loss?

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOCOCOeOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOCOOCOOOOOOCOOOOCOOCCOQOOGOC
”"EZ ’3/Jh’Z’ “7AG BAiniED”----

TRTJLPE OF TH3 7FLL07 SPJ33C

An item concerning the banning of Barry Humphries ’ TZ3 'TOirOJSRFiJL 
h’ORLD CF BABR.T McFBITZIF , based upon a PRIVATE EBB strip cartoon, 
was carried by all morning newspapers in I'olboume early in December. 
AUCF??.ALIAH, ABB, and SUIT each carried, with practically the same wording 
the no-.zs that the Minister for Customs ba mod the book because it ’’dep
ended too heavily on indecency for humour”.
Only the ”rag” cf the three contained the following? (in brackets)?
’’The nurzphries book was banned by Customs officials without reference to 
the national Literature Board of Review. Only iters considered to bo cf 
scientific or litcratury merit are referred to the board ”,
Explanation anyone? 17hy io the national Board in enistar.ee at all?
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Noone else reviews the magazines 
bocasne noone else can bring himself 
to road thorn. That is thj only 
explanation I can suggest for the 
moment. At the some time no part of 
s f publishing needs reviewing Ci/or 
some good old-fashioned kicking 
around more than the magus i no-s. They 
were the mainstay of the field. Are 
they now? We hope not, but the core 
pernicious elements of their influ
ence are easily seen. For better or 
for -zorce, here is the only regular 
3 F L'agasine Review Column. As you 
can see, the first two sections 
wore scheduled to appear Elsewhere. 
As for the rest? I’m only up tc 
August so far (on the 11th December) 
It’s been that sort of a year.

,■? 7.x/-'/. ■ ./.

FICTION Id A C H I IT E S
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Bruce R Gillespie
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ANALOG

The fiction appearing in February’s American 
magazines is verse than January’s... if possible. 
Larch’s offerings vzill probably reach new depths 
of medioor ity. The only highly entertaining piece 
of short fiction was Charles harness’ new story 
(believe it or net) appearing in ALIASING. 
THE I.'ILLICIT TEAR PATENT is probably an ANALOG 
reject, as it follows the lines of Harness

recent series based upon (of all things) pat ent-exami nation, 
consists of little more than an exposition of a series of space-time 
paradoxes as applied to the time-limit provisions of American patents, 
but Harness adds a glean of wit that appears nowhere else in this 
month’s fiction.

!

The plot

Any new story by Brian Aldiss is worthy of mention, but TOTAL 
EIRTIRO El'-TINT (GALAXY) is disappointing. Aldiss’ unshakable urbanity 
seems best suited to the difficult job of drilling unwieldy regiments 
of words, and complex battleplane of ideas, into ncvelistic strategies 
as admirable as HOTECUHE. Aldiss’ characteristic attitude is the 
empathetic, b* t definitely raised eyebrow. In TOTAL ENVIRCNLlEMT he 
carefully constructs an experimental situation that could even he 
currently comteiiplatod by sociologists - an artificial environment 
testing the validity of L'althusian predictions in particular regard 
to the Indian population. However, the map of this "envirom .ent" 
remains a static piece of architecture without particularly involving
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us uuth its pitiable inhabitants. Little ’’happens” in the story, and 
both. beginning and ending are ambiguously uninforr.-Btive, After nearly 
convincing us of the horror of his creation, Al diss ceei.s content to 
sit back, rub his hands (smugly?), and dismiss the story as just 
another entortaiment turned out on a rainy afternoon.

"’.hi ch is perhaps the most penetrating comment I can make on this 
month's butch anyvny. ITo editor seems to be ’forking from anything more 
than a sense of duty. Hourly every story is either unforgivably badly 
-.zritton (iF’s and AlTALCG’s offerings, in particular), or stale rep- 
iticns of stale ideas, or both. If you also i dulgo in the masochistic 
practice- of reading all ti e magazines all the "rz.-j through, and you 
live in the Country of ^Perpetration, you may be able to suggest some 
treasons f r the current dov/nsving.

The only functions that the magezinos still perform veil; or at 
least us veil as they ever aid, is in the provision of features and 
revie-ts. Isaac Asimov continues to inform entertainingly (even the 
discovery of gallium provides a good yarn) and the other science 
columnists still inform the amateur vith varying degrees of amuse
ment or profitability.

After a partial slump in prosine book-rovieving, the prospects 
seen interesting for at least the rest of the year. Judith I/’erril’s 
rcvic-ving has improved greatly over the last fov issues of FkCF - 
her comments and predictions about today’s trends, rather than 
formal a ”jbecent Publications” material, are probably already influ
ential on American publishing in general. For example, February ’s 
rc-vievs of experimental fiction on the outskirts of science-fiction 
not only register a nove.mert that has even been ncticed in Australia 
(30 FT I'TACI"IH3 already banned), but also persuade publishers that 
there is such a market among these not satisfied udth fifteenth re
prints of FCBjuATICiT and the latest collection of Campbell’s r.'.ind- 
varponors.

Last mentioned, but pre-eminent in interest, is the startling 
change that Algis Zudrys has introduced to his GALAXh 30C7TT"FLF. 
Loe Harding’s theory is that Pohl has at last removed some theoret
ical censorship that kept Budrys’ reviews just a little vague, and nov 
he is free to say vhat he alozays meant to say. The last thing I might 
have expected from a very dull American February vas some genuine 
back-scratching bitchiness (in the form of Budrys' Best for the Tear). 
Ilot oven J.I'. Foystcr could beat some of these comments. Surely the 
only solution to p-rodom’s problem :s for Budrys to take over all the 
magazines, and convert them into an American ITZTr "7CBLD3. ITobody in 
America vov.ld read it, but I sure vculd.

oo 0++++++000
T/ABCL-I4A.Y If60 "7ould you believe... a short story starring Lee

Harding in May’s AIIALOG? Anyvay, character Carl 
Hade of James Blish’s SICfSIGIT has a beard, io a 
photographer and uniter. On the other hand, the 
photographer bit is only on alias, and ‘lade is 
only a beat poet captured by some Things in

ALL
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metallic suits. A mere shadow of I.r. "Larding, in fact. Far more astonish 
-ing than this moment of recognition, is one’s delighted realization 
that Blish twits Campbell and his readers in their corn, magazine. A con
sideration of 7/ade's brisk, arrogant assumption of Godlike power, 
aiL-ultanecusIy simple, revolting and pitiful lances the guts from the 
Arr/il-Reynolds genre that thus swaggered through AHALOG’s pages for 
years.

It is a measure of slight, if noticeable improvement in the .Armor
ican magazines over the lost three months, that CEVCIGIT is not the 
best of the bunch. There are several contenders.

Harvey Jacobs' EGG OF TEE GLAIT (FASF I/arch I960) is even funnier, 
with a measure of wild, Uninhibited lunacy not seen since Harrison’s 
BILL TEE GALACTIC HERO. Eero and villain battle it out for an egg of 
great rarity and uselessness, which is captured, recaptured, swepped 
between beds, and finally hatches. The theme of this mad chase, however, 
is son. If the topic is fifty years cut of date elsewhere, it is has 
never before been treated quite like this in a science-fiction magazine.

Lr. Ferman, despite his assiduous efforts to become '•he lTon-3ditor 
of all time, has let slip an issue of astonishing quality - April’s 
FvCF. It contains no loss than three good stories.

Bruce IlcAllister has beer. one of the few really talented "finds" 
of IP’s "First Story" campaign of the last few years. ‘.ITEO’JT A DOUBT 
DRZfiJ." is his best so far. Vary few writers, except those like Ballard 
that make a habit of it, have so capably ielineated the difference 
between romantic daydream and nightmare, and fused both elements into 
ono absorbing story. If another Pohl "find" Larry ITivon can win Eugoes 
and bore us with SLO'.'.’BOAT CARGO, then I would hope ITr. j cAllistor may, 
in the future, write a sisdlar amount to much better effect.

K.Il. O’Donnell 3(alias the now editor of AIAZIITG and FANTASTIC) 
tidies up some of the less frivolous implications of Heller’s CATCE-22 
into FILIAL 7IAR. Marginally science-fiction, this story docs not so 
much display the pacifist placard, as endure in the memory as a pac
ifist st ate-of-Eli nd.

In the same issue, Ron Gculart entertains frothily with L7JSCADIITE, 
about the robot novelist who "is talking more and. r.iore about hoar he’s 
betraying his talent. About ending the mockery in suicide." It is my 
suspicion that GALAXY magazine (amongst others) is entirely staffed by 
Lus canines, minus "all those built-in bits of creative talent and best
seller instinct."

I said before that this was an astonishing three months, Nothing 
short of Campbell’s astrology, Zelazny’s Hinduism, and Harry Harrison’s 
sheer good luck could ennlain the appearance of the boat short story 
of the quarter, if not the year, in AP'AZIITG (dated April inside the 
cover, but June on the outside). I suspect that Brian Aldiss’ latest (?) 
masterpiece SEND HER VICTORIOUS is at least a year old, and possibly 
more, as it seems to have boon written to elaborate and clarify some 
cf the themes of AIT AGE (CR2ET0ZCIC')

The shorter story’s brevity is more convincing than AIT AGE’s
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complexity. There are obvious traces of Philip Dick’s methods and 
Allies ugoc one of Dick’s basic themes as a starting-point - the non- 
emistnnee of the apparently real rzorld. Eor/ever, the three or four 
ether t’ ernes developed in only £C pages could only bo Aldiss*.
Indeed, it nculd be unforgivable to reveal any one of there, except to 
say that Aldiss* current obsession. vith total cultural broakdovr. (Acid 
’7ar Stories) nay already be noticed in FEED FjT. 7ICT~RICU3. 'Thatever 
you make of the ending, it is impossible to recall it -j/ithout uttering 
a mental guff an.

I visb I could say the same about the fact that, out cf 74 pieces 
of short fiction published larch - hay, only sin are -.to r thy of 
comment. (For .Cturgeon Jurists, that makes 0/t).

cclttract s
For the oust dozen years, ANALOG has keen persistently - and as loudly 
as possible - calling attention to the fact that DOUSING "TjlES

- Editorial, ANALOG larch 1963.

Like a fool I told her everything, Everything.... That is the danger of 
hn.Y-.an contact. It breeds humanity.

- Earvey Jacobs: TD3 EGG OF T"~E GLAIf, EhSF I-nrch 1963.
and TEE CUR"<SNT OBJECT CF AL-EBICAII XSUOPEOBIA:
ir. Del Key’s speech (as Guest of honor at the last "Fori con) nas short 
terse, and intense. Ee held his audience right in the palm of his hand 
and made a powerful argument for old-fashioned story-telling in science 
fiction as against the so-called ’’Nev ’fave” vr iters (or ’’The Ilerr 
Binpie”, as Lester called the movement, -Thick has centred around the 
British magazine N3"7 7CRLDS).

- Lin Carter: BACE AT '.7CBLDCCN, IF April 1968

COO++++++OOO

jinn - settee'. lets
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IAGAZINES

ation tc, and eventual

If any American magazine gained ’aidos 
in 19CC, it vas GALAZ7. The decade that 
has passed since it vac last published 
monthly has seen the loss of E.L. Gold as 
Editor, Fred Kohl’s attempts to maintain 
Gold’s standards, and “ohl ’ s final capit'l 

promotion of, the mediocrity of current s f.
Pohl has been unable to decide •.■.’’hat tc do vith GALAXI since he took 
over. Financial restrictions seem to have forced the abandonment 
of the best layout standards in s f hist ry. After the Gold proteges 
grevz lazy under Kohl’s more tolerant eye, a lesser breed of young 
vzriters bounced in from IF magazine. Pohl’s one great achievement 
has been to keep Cordvzainer Smith •‘.Triting. Brit even Smith died. 
During 1967, GALAZ7 mas featuring the most uniformly dreary fiction 
since - Bay Palmer’s AI'ASIHG?
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The probler: has been since 1961, the Two I’agazines Policy; out of 
GALAX? and IF, which should publish whose slushyile? Since 196S, Pohl 
has been building up IF’s readership (after an ill-starred attempt to 
make 77CRLD3 OF TCI’0B~.C‘.7 better than them both) until, two Hugo Auuirds, 
Inter, he has succeeded in creating an IF Market (teenage/sub-udult), 
The IF Story (appropriate to that age-group in a gory way) , and has 
maintained enough support from enough undiscerning people to call the 
magazine a success.

How, after at least five years of neglect, it is GALAXV’s turn 
again, although IF is already suffering from Pohl’s volte-face. 
The average quality of the fiction has been slowly rising over the last 
year, Algis Butiryc’ GZLAXZ B0CFDZ3LF coin: n keeps attracting attention, 
GALAX? authors are now given cozy little biographies, GALAXf goes 
monthly from the June issue...

.. .And GALAX? runs competitions on How to Solve the Vietnam Prob
lem? The first impulse cf Australian readers upon seeing this bombshell 
was to laugh uncontrollably, and then lapse into ei.harassed silence. 
:ow could anyone connected with s f be so stupid...? Than does Pohl 
think will noticc his $500 suggestions, except other GALAX? readers? 
Does GALAX? have a wide distribution in Saigon? No act could better 
illustrate Pohl’s whole attitude to s f and editing; loads of fannish 
enthusiasm, a working, though ungenerous budget, but no idea how to 
run a distinguished magazine. And again Pohl’s June Editorial reveals 
the extent to which he (deliberately?) misunderstands the whole function 
cf magazine s f, when he says ’’Now, what group of people in this country 
are most skilled at inventing futures? ’Thy, we are.’” If you keep repeat
ing that, Fred, somebody might actually believe you.

This battle-cry is not supported by the Fiction Contents cf the 
magazine, at any rate. As I have already said, there is a slight imp
rovement, but only within the limits of the old categories. lack Rey
nolds’ FC"7 "73 BANNED TN3 30133 (June), for instance, is better-than- 
aver&ge Reynolds. For once, it could not fairly be called ’’just an 
ANALOG reject”, But there is still the same old didactic dialogue, 
slow-motion action, and word—wastage; all faults scrupulously well- 
learned at the knee of JVC. However, the punchline of the story is new 
to r.’.e, and that I appreciate. ;;;; Brunner’s FACT31?33? SIX, wall-plotted 
and -constructed, is Brunner’s best hack story for some years, but it 
still bread-and-butter fiction Sven Aldiss’ recent GALAX? offerings
(DRE/J.HX SCXlIyRj and YX31T I "TAS' VHP?? JUNG) are very slight powderpuffs 
compared with/rccent ITFZ7 "70RL3S stories, or even his TACT 3 /TOR 3CSTCZ- 
EV8IC? of last year.

But GALAX3Z did publish the only first-class story for four months 
(df. 3 during I'arch-Eay) ? T.-'cGRTJDER’S IARV3LS, by R.A. Lafferty. Three 
novels in one year have only improved Lafferty’s short-story style, 
which has always been bright, and is occasionally visionary. If anything, 
his prose is now even more compact, more allusive, creating in a few 
pages the strands of feeling which knot tig tly into the brilliant clim
ax. Another self-justifying Lafferty cosmos pictured perfectly.

But one good Lafferty story in twenty science fiction magazines? 
This makes depressingly unappetizing fare, and like Revelation’s Angel, 
I am tc-mptcd to spew thorn all out of my mouth, for they are neither 
hot nor cold, but - worst sin - merely mediocre.
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science fiction magazines runs from October to See
the time it takes Amercan and English magazines to 

a. So, from October 1937 to September 1963, here are 
st arzards, presented for your total ignorance as 
of the opinions expressed above, and for the stir/.ul- 
ists or general opinions from y’all out there.

Included in this 
stories from 
s periodical 
are considered 

2d Ferman’s 
u ANALOG; ATAZIUG and FAJ1TASTIC,

1 i st, but not 
either I "i chae 1 
1IH7 WAITINGS.

in the FI CT 10II MACHINES column, are 
I/oor cock’s LIEU UORLDS or John 
The other magazines from vzliich

d, are Frederik Pohl’s IF, GALAXf, and IPTERn/JDIClTAL 
magazines; Ed Ferman’s I’AGAZII-IE OF FAI1TAST & SCIENCE FICTICIT; John 
Campbell's ANALOG; ATAZI1TG and FfJIT AST IS, edited by Harry Harrison, 
Barry I'alzberg in late 1960. From 60? 70? magazines, S3 stories made 
my Contenders list, from which these are the Top Ten;

f
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This article celebrates its first 
anniversary this r.onf-.
The seven novels ".is cussed vere 
available at that tire in Austra
lian bookshops. Fev of them are 
nov.
bovever, the article remains the 
same because only t-/o novels, both 
unobtainable in Australia have 
appeared since then. CRACZ III 
3FACE, OArilTEm-CLOCZ ■.’70RLD and TZ3 
ZSFG’AT ".’ill be discussed in the 
third article in this series.
The paucity of Dick criticism has 
been improving since this article 
vac v/ritten. This literature, as 
■/ell as any comments on these -art
icles, vi.ll be discussed after all 
three articles have appeared.

• // ' • A '? 'QZ'

1TCVEL3 DISCUSSED FIT T’~IS
ARTICLE

CLAIT3 OF TEE ALFFANE 1'0011
ACE books F-S09
First published 1954

DR 7LCODIT1TE".T
or EC’7 ■ W rot ALCHG AFTER

TZE 301/3
ACE books F-8S7
First published 1?85

T:75 EA1T IN RTE ZIQE CASTLE
jNE?NAI hardback
First published 1?6£

TEE T771EE STIGI'ATA OF
FAIEER. ELDRITCE

I cFADDEN-DARTELL 6C-340
First published 1964

I

On r.y desk sit seven novels by Philip 7. Dick, all of vhich, 
ezeept EA1T III TEE ?‘IG7 CASTLE, mere first published in 1064 c- since. 
Judith L'erril, in November 13-37’s FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION reviews 
tvo more novels not yet arrived in Australia. Doubtless there are 
others that Australian readers have not e^en heard about. It io per
haps Dick’s astonishing output that has prevented any serious estim
ation of his work.

On the one hand, one might be ter ted to label him a ’’hack” and 
leave it at that. It seems obvious that .Dick is one of the fem s-f 
vr iters living entirely upon the proceeds of ’.'is uriting. Therefore, 
reviewers s”cl; as Algis 3udrys obviously consider that, because of th 
this fact alone, Dick is not vriting an m.here near to his ’’best form”. 
On such a vie-/, hovever, me are rmver likely to see Dick’s ’’best”.

Dick is also faced ad th the problem of poor presentation of some 
of his editions, and the ludicrous titling or retitling of some of 
his morkc. Serious critics probably just ignore a book entitled CL/.iTS 
OF TEE j'LFEANE EC€N, a title rnhich, in fact, hides one of Dick’s best
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place in 
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After virtually stating that I am beaten before I start, I shall 
no~r reverse position, and attempt some assessment of Dick’s rerk 
during the last feu years, in spite of all the difficulties. Besides 
Dick faces morse difficulties at the hands of the critics than. at 
those of his publishers. Dick seems to have had a curiously rough 
time from those eminent people that American 3 f magasine editors 
1arghi ngl y call "r ovierne re".

Mot that Dick has been given the thumbs—doun by Ifillor, Bu.drys, 
and Merrill. On the contrary, their prase has been lavish and sr/eot. 
Unfortunately it is cither so vaguely and cverr/helmingly enthusiastic 
as to be guitc- untrustuerthy, or else the reviews are plain r/rong. 
LIiss Merrill, in particular, has never actually enuminod Dick’s ~/crk 
thoroughly enough to give some estimation of v/hat he- is up to, and to 
-.That ".egre-e he io successful in each of his novels. The general acc
lamation for MLB IM Th BIG" CATTLE . sr ported by t'-e masses in the 
form of Dick’s only ~ugo; and the virtual ignorance of DR BLC CDECMIEf 
and ZAJJ.BI. EL'AmTCE (except by Budryc) seems to firmly indicate that 
very feu people have any idea of v/b.era Dick’s best uniting is headed, 
if in any direction at all; or uhnt -arc his fundamental methods and 
concerns. The reasons may lie in those problems 
any rate, s f as a literary fraternity is doing

already outlined. At 
a great disservice to

c.*..

fiction do regard 
, I’ve never .actv.all7 

Moot reviewers confess themselves 
j the blame for any of Dick’s faults, 

Mor and more readers are becoming

Ilouever, most people middy read in science 
Dick’s v/ork ns ’’important". Z.s mentioned before 
seen a bad reviev; of his bocks. ' 
"confused bptimpressed" and take 
as faults in their cun perception 
enthusiasts, or at least interested spectators

r is "groat", or that at ary minute he is 
, or simply the cry is? "Keep an eye on
L very pleasant for Er, Dick, but ho must
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snigger sometimes. Only an author with a captive and uncor.-?remend
ing audience could hand hie public the statement ? "I have written 
and sold twenty-three novels, and all are terrible ezee t ore, But 
I am not sure which one.”

Nobody has ever accused Dick of being stupid, unoriginal or dull, 
but no reviewer I have seen has been able to gut Lis finger on the 
ways in whic Dick is ’’intelligent, original and fascinating”. Cne 
can at least try.

Part of the problem is that Philip Dick’s novels all have sev
eral characteristics that divi e kin-, from. other s f writers, and tend 
to sever communication with the average .s f reader. As one can so 
e&oily point cut, suite often passages in his books, although seldom 
whole books, -are adly written by any standards. Like Algis Dudrys, 
I cannot help feeling that t’is is r ainly a result of the astounding 
speed, at ’Thick Dick must work. Cne would not go sc far ns to suggest 
that his books are all tape-recorded rather than written, but it 
see: s likely that some of his novels (especially TEir"lLTD.'ATB TRDTL.-.) 
may net have been reread before being sent to the publisher’s.

Besides this, the printers sometimes seem to have performed some 
unsightly atrocities on his novels (although this complaint seems 
universal). From J3irJLTII'.:'ATlD TP.'JTL, for example, one might read the 
following assaults on good sense and the English language?

And, as if the words magically impelled the unseen presence, a 
gray, faint shape moved urgently clown the hall toward him and 
Carol. Com. issioner Dale ITunes, all right? eager, busy, pressed
on by his business. (p 14

The following could only be a printer’s error (l heps'?
’’Jesus," Nicholas said. And moved, reflexively, toward a

nearby aud-tap of the circuit......
Dick is also subject to some of the sentimentality we generally 

associate with the other c f writers, but his direction is usually 
away from this approach. VJhen sentimentality docs appear in full 
soporific splendour, Barney Layerson and Jjfciily “naff ir. TAII'73?. 
ELBJkITCE far example) it is usually so undermined by the framework 
of the novel that it is made necessary rather than repellant.

These complaints are cuibbleo at best, but they arc factors that 
prevent Bick from writing with the bland smoothness of writers ns 
visibly "professional" as Isaac Asimov or Damon knight. I am not 
saying that the "other sort" of s f writer is a master cf language or 
is not subject to sentimentality. I do think, however, that the 
faults of the older professionals do not disturb and annoy the reader 
in suite the way Dick’s faults de. Eis best writing stands in glaring 
contrast witl ..cis w:rst.

'owever, there are other features cf his writing that fur more 
noticeably cut him adrift from both his fellow writers and s f rend
ers. lost disturbing are the illogicalities of plot and character 
with whic'. h. tends to undermine what might otherwise be regarded as
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"perfect" stories in the best of American c f traditions. In many of 
his novels (although he toes the line in ' is short stories) he 
a pears to set himself and the reader a multi—obstacle race which 
both writer and reader have only a fair chance of completing. The 
reader drops out first, and n uses e. bruised and weary psyc: e to the 
end of the race. Afterwards he files a strong internal protest, and 
either refuses to take up t'.o challenge again, cr approaches it -rith 
great t r e p i ci at ion.

Cr, there are the readers who enthusiastically take the obstacles 
with Die’:, but still finish the course feeling dissatisfied. For 
instance, DP, DLCC•7J’CiT.T.r exposes cr incircles in rapid succession a 
mad nuclear scientist, a pho come lu.s (read. the book to find out that 
one), the dropping of The Bomb, an orbiting disc-jockey, and sue?, 
pest-rar mutations as a telepathic miniature Siamese tvin enclosed 
within the skin of his "normal" sister. Hot to mention a sketch-map 
of the post-Bomb civilisation cf the test Const of the USA.

The sheer weight of ’’ideas”, symbols plot-factors, or what
ever can be suffocating. They are introduced at surprising intervals, 
and are juggled around in disaying succession. ((4-12-1928? I have 
just realised that this description could equally -jell describe a 
Var. Vogt novel - there’s a thought for an article!;) Later I ’.rill 
look at the brilliance of all this. At first sight, however, the 
whole book right seem quite alien to even the most hard-boiled s f 
fan.

Compared with the best qualities of Dick’s werk, the illogical
ities in his character development may also seer?. only a quibble, 
however, Dick’s noticeable inability (shared by nearly all other s f 
writersjin the field of ’’characterisation” has its own drawbacks. In 
enc’ of Dick’s novels, all the action is seen through the mind’s eye 
of one or other of bis characters. This use of the "viewpoint” char
acter has its own a ecial brilliance, however, such an obviously man
aged character elicits about as r.u.c’ sympathy from the render as his 
favourite television camera. The onus of identification therefore should 
logically be thro’.m back on the shoulders of the author, as in Field
ing’s TCI.’ JCM3S for example. however all we are ever likely to see of 
Dick’s face in I:is own. novels is a mocking smile. This technique 
leaves even his best work oddly centreloss. Other s f authors solve 
this problem by using only one character as the viewpoint of the 
novel. This reinforces the suspense element of the story, and evokes 
some sympathy for the protagonist. 3ut Dick’s novels are jigsaws of 
identifications. In few cf his novels does Dick bother to complete 
the picture.

One is justified in spending so much time on the faults of an 
author only if his abilities more than tip the scale in his favour . 
In Philip Dick’s case, his faults are the seme kind of thing as his 
great qualities. It is necessary therefore to differentiate between 
the "bad" and the ’’good", in order to approach "the good" at all.
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II

I have used TSE TERES STISIATA OF S&UT, ^yCTlSE as the touch
stone -cr this discussion simply because it is my favourite Philip 
Dick novel. Although the- other books will not be discussed in chronol 
-ogical order, most were published within a short space of time 
(1964-5).

host reviewers note the homogeneity of Dick’s work, especially 
when considering hew young he must have been when his first novel 
appeared. SOLAR LCTTERR (TCRLD CF CTANCBd) now ever 15 years elf, 
is in s<rylc and proficiency, little different from most of its succ
essors. Among the books of the last decade, any division cannot be 
made according to chronology. I.-y main categories -would be in terms of 
the complication of Dick’s riots. In this resuect, DR. BLOODLiOilEZ 
and EAiT IN TNE "'IGn CATTLE,” and possibly CLANG OF TiwB ALFhAIBB I.'COIT 
occupy a different category to the others. PALEER ELDRITC" is per
haps in a third category ( shared only by TUGS ONT OF JOINT?) - it 
io a complete success, in that it aclegnately accounts fur the comp
lexity of a Phi lip-Di ck-Uorld, yet turns on a cyHte simple central 
image - Palmer Eldritch himself.

As mentioned above, Dick sees each of his worlds ( a different 
one for each book) through the eyes of his protagonists, not through 
those of the Omniscient Author. Dick has a plot-formulating "system” 
much like that of Dickons and the Victorian novelists. The vie •.-.'points 
are interleaved in alternating chapters. Often, however, instead of 
constructing a total world from various viewpoints, Dick falls into 
the same trap as Dickens. "Ie creates a jiumber of worlds within the 
one novel, worlds which only marginally enmesh with each other. The 
logical result of such a disintegrative process is something like 
.''.is 19S3 failure TEE SII-'JLACRA. There are about ten characters too 
nary, a vast number of virtually nconnected settings and occurr
ences, and the final ’’climax” sours into an anticlimax of the most 
disappointing kind.

In PAUfER ELDRITC” Chapter One opens with young businessman 
Barney Tayerson and "co-worker" Roni Fugate (who wanders around the 
novel for awhile, then disappears). Layerson is attached to Terky 
Fat layouts, and is normally confined to the hothouse conditions of 
a vast How ’for’.: City on a completely artificial Earth.

’Zithin the same chapter we meet Richard ■ natt, ceramic-war sales 
represent-tive, whose wife was once Barney’s. Ilnatt doesn’t last the 
whole novel either (nothing so crude as being killed? No simply 
ceases to bo mentioned), but his wife is the main reason why layer- 
son stays cane later in the novel.

Second main protaganist is Leo Bulero, head cf Porky Pat Layouts, 
he is the businessman threatened most by the return, or non-return, 
from another Solar System (l don’t think we ever find out which) of 
potential rival Palmer Eldritch. Thus an extraordinarily small num
ber of main characters for Dick are juggled around between Earth and 
Liars.

Cn liars a seemingly large percentage cf the human population have
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b:en drafted as "colonists” and loft to rot. They do have money, how
ever, and their main occupation is ther.se of the drug Can-D and the 
Ter’ry Fat wish-fulfillment layouts.

I did net mean to tell even a part of the story (a scurrilous 
practice never perpetrated by oneself) but even in this desc
ription one may see Dick’s basic methods, and catch a glimpse of the 
nmbitiousness of this (or any other of his) novels. Such a matrix of 
characters, settings and ’’ideas” does not solidify into an imaginat
ively satisfying novel by itself, but roust be coerced into the 
mould.. Alternatively, a central idea could perfor; this function at 
one coup.

Although Dick’s crisp plotting must be seen as one reason for the 
success of zALrdK ELDRITCL’ this factor entirely fails to account for 
the unique piquancy and importance of the work. i nch has been said 
about Dick’s use of "ideas", or "symbols" - that conglomeration of 
features of current civilisation that Dick recombines over and ever 
in his novels. This has been called "social satire".

however, any view of Dick as a satirist, a commentator or. the 
ills of our om society, would completely miss the essence of Dick’s 
work. Dick’s worlds are seldom complete and fully-imagined, and there 
is an odd inappropriateness in the ocmjoinntior.s. In PALLETS ELDRITCh 
Cun-D has obvious links with LTD and/current obsession by the popular 
press with the alleged wide-spread use of drugs, '"owever, this book 
was pres"mably vrritten in late 1363 or early 19*34, before Leary was 
anything more than a name on the medical register, and LTD still 
meant"money". In fact, Can-D is far more important to Dick as a major 
element of a larger plot - it is the background for the introduction 
of the mysterious new drug Chew-Z.

The Perky jpst layouts are sligltly changed ring-ins from an earl
ier short story (DAZE CF LjRKZ FAT? AI'ALIKS Dec 1963) arid their pur
pose is to provide a centre for one of the most effective chapters in 
the novel, when the inhabitants of Lars escape their grubby existence 
into characters of the Perky Pat game.

Perhaps I am emphasising too strongly the "use" to which Dick 
puts his symbols. Their peculiar attractiveness lies in their intrin
sic fascination for both, writer and reader independant of their part
icular iLyortar.ee to the novel as a whole. his "ideas" are never 
"thca.es" of his novel, but parts of a created world w ich is itself 
the "theme", the imaginative concern of the novel. Although such 
fluid and illuminating symbols arc very important ele- exits in Dick’s 
novels, one could never say that they are what his novels are about. 
Each reviewers as Judith I'erri 1 and Schuyler Killer approach Dick’s 
novels in precisely this way. They give the impression that Dick's 
novels are large frit cakes, whoso only importance is their miscellan
eous contents, and not the taste of the whole cake. Therefore they 
cannot account for the novels. Dick’s problem is adding the contents 
coherently co there is a cake, and not chaos.

3etween the reviewers and myself, it is extremely difficult to 
locate exactly the source of Dick’s fascination to readers and his
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undoubted importance to s-f-ologicts. The traditional approach that 7. 
have used sc far (criticism in terms of Llot-Charactsr-Description) 
raises more problems than it solves. It is cnly in novels such as
PAU. EH ELDjllTCF, in vhich Dick u: cheo his vay out of his self -made 

paperbag, that ’.re find a clue to his real pover.
In this novel Dick finds a centralising symbol that is adequate 

to the ""hole hook - the figure of Fulmer Eldritch himself, kovrever, 
this centred idea is not so much important because of Dick’s use of 
it re. Slot, or Characters, or because it is such a good ’’Idea". To 
approach Eldritch or the novel itself in this vay, is to see the 
flame and cloud, feel ths blast and mini, and not to notice the ex
ploding atomic bomb.

Palmer Eldritch is first introduced as the shado’.-y competitor to 
Leo Brlero. Th o mystery surrounding EldritA’s appearance in the 
solar system is a brilliant Plot Device, one of a kind at vrhich Dick 
is adept. The element of suspense gnavzs at the mind, but it is only 
used by a master of the best kind of melodramatic fiction in order 
to evoke total interest in the novel. For av/hile, Eldritch the myst
erious figure is oversl-adcrred by the importance of the drug C’iqtz-S 
that Eldritch is trying to market to the I'.'crtian colonists. In Chap
ter 5, -;e are confronted vith the first encounter vith the drug. B 
Buier, the victim/protagar.ist, in this chapter thinks he has uncov
ered the full effects of the drug. The effects already described are 
chattering. Dulero’c first encounter hevzever, could have come from, 
the pages of any one of several novels on the same theme \including 
Knighten FELL’D PA73O1JT). The hallucination (El dr it ch op;pearing as 
a little girl; the killing of the ’’girl” and the appearance of the 
tombstone fo Palmer Eldritch) is fascinating, because it seems to 
reveal the full potentialities of Chevz-Z.

novzever, vzc still hope that Palmer 31' ritch vzill eventually be 
pinned doTzn, the hallucinations Trill stop, ana all ”.rill be ex—lained 
(as in all those other s f novels). khoTzing Dick, some readers ..rill 
already be suspicious of such an outcome. TJhat is most important to 
notice about this passage is the sharp contraction of Dick’s language 
The stylistic’’faults” disappear and. the graving sense of sheer 
terror engendered by the agonisingly lucid pattern of Dick’s prose 
cuts avay at the foundations of the reader’s most elementary sense 
of normality.

'"ovzever, Dick has not yet fully spread his -zings (or should vze 
say, dug in his beak). The novel has yet to take on its full 
splendour. Barney I ayercon, sent by Buloro to Lars to sabotage 
Eldritch’s efforts to proliferate- Chevz-S, ironically tries to use 
the experience to gain a personal foothold on oxistance. At the 
camo tire, this same concept of’’emistance” is carefully and sim
ultaneously eroded a-.zay by Dick’s prose. Perhaps Dicks only ’’sat
iric” barbs of this novels are thrust against the American business
ideal. L.’.ayerson remains devoted to his employer and determined to 
carry on ’’business as usual”, no matter uhat. Therefore he takes 
Chevz-S in an attempt to expose the drug, and incidentally, to find 
some personal peace.
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Ir_ Chapter 10, Dick carefully ancl powerfully disintegrates Tay- 
erson's entire personal world until neither he nor. the reader find 
it possible to distinguish between the "facts" -and the fantasy. 
Palmer Eldritch. (appearing as a physical figure) '’lands" on Tars to 
do a deal with Tayerson. Eldritch’s inZramanity is obvious. He is 
"gray and bony, well over six feet tall..", there is a "ravaged qual
ity" to his face, we see his "onorrous steel teeth... welded to his 
jaws..., his right ari? was artificial... and he was blind. .. but ren
in co: ents had been made. ”

layer son. attempts to negotiate wit'. the "real" Palmer Eldritch, 
but he succumbs again to Chew-E, and i is wish fulfillments take him 
back to his former wife. Past and present merge, but ‘lick’s prose 
treats the scene in exactly the way that I ayersen sees it - as fact
ual reality, not fantasy. "Zhen I ayerson emerges from his ex-wife’s 
apartment ?

" Jill you be bach before I go to bed?" i. ournfully, she foll
owed him. to t; e door of the conapt, here in building 111825:34 - 
counting outward from downtown Hew ‘.‘fork - where they had lived 
two years, . now.

" Ze'll see," he said, and opened the door

In the hallway stood a figure, a tall gray : .an with bulging 
steel teeth, dead pupilless eyes, and a gleaming artificial hand 
extended from his right sleeve. The man said, "Hello, Iayorscn." 
He smiled; the steel teeth shone.

"Palmer Eldritch.," Harney said. He turned to Emily. ’rrou've 
seen his pics in the omeopapes? he’s that incredibly famous big 
i nd” str al i st. " ITat^rally he had recognised Eldritch, and st 
once. "Did you want to see me?" he asked hesitantly; it all had 
a mysterious quality to it, as if it had all somehow happened 
before- but in another vrwy.

"Let me talk to your husband a moment," Eldritch said to 
Emily in a peculiarly gentle voice; he motioned and Barney 
steppoa cut into the hall. The door shut behind him; Ezily had 
closed it obediently How Eldritch seemed grim; no longer gentle 
or smiling he said, "Fayerson, you’re using your time badly. 
Hou’ro doing nothing but repeating your past." (pp 142-8)

In some of his most effective prose, Dick both resents a clear, 
factual narrative, and uses it to undermine the whole concept of 
"clear facts". I'nyer son's memory is not his own, but we are net yet 
sure of the mode or purpose of Eldritch’s control of it. At the .same 
time Dick insists upon Layorscr.’s desire for a return to normality ®s 
itself a fantasy - he sees his ex-’rife as still an obedient, helpful 
'.rife. In this passage, however, the reader may still distinguish bet
ween the unreality of the Chew-Z-induced nightmare, and the "real- 
life" business-de al which Eldritch is trying to negotiate with him.,

Quickly he returns to Saily’s apartment, and for several pages 
ho seems to be successfully negotiating his dream-reality. It looks a 
as if he might actually find something upon which he can base his
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dreara, if not his life. however Dick continues tc kn^ck sway the 
struts from tinier this atterpt, in a brilliantly delineated process 
which is far too complex to describe here. "7e be eerie first totally 
aware of the implications of ths whole novel when?

’’Conething’c gone wrong," Barnoy said. "Eldritch must have 
lost control. I better find him... Goodbye," he managed to say, 
and started toward the deer, greying for escape.

From behind him Hi chard hnatt said, "f/ait".

Barney turned. At the breakfast table jUrily sot with a 
fixed, faint smile on her face, sipping her coffee, and across 
from her Enatt sat facing Barney, ’’natt had one artificial band, 
wit?:. ’f ic? he held his for'-, art w?-cn ho lifted a bit of egg to 
his r:o”th Barney saw huge, jutting stainless steel tooth. And 
Enntt wac gre/y, hollowed cut, with dead eyes, and rrrch larger 
than before; he seemed to fi? 1 the room with his presence. But 
it was still “natt. I don’t get it, Barney said, and stood at 
the door, not leaving the apt and not returning; ho did as 
Enatt suggest; he waited. Isn’t this something like Palmer Eld
ritch? ho asked himself. In pics... ho has an artificial limb 
and stool teeth, but this was not Eldritch

...And, all at once, he grinned at Barney, grinned -- and 
ono dead eye flicked off, as if in a mechanical wink.

It was Palmer Eldritch now. Completely. (pp 146-7)

Ifayerscn cannot fully accepts the situation, and neither can we.how
ever Dick continues to force upon the reader certain conclusions that 
would seem unacceptable in a lesser book. During the rest of the 
novel everyone who has taken the drug Chow-E becomes subject to the 
ubiquitous presence of the three "stigmata" of Twiner Eldritch - 
blind eyes, artificial limb, steel teeth. Dick expertly traces the 
conversion of the whole of oxistance into the playground of Eldritc? ’s 
mind. The figure that was merely mythic at the beginning of the novel 
has become godlike by the end.

"Ahi ch brings me to the only serious point of di a,satisfaction I 
have concerning this novel - I query the seemingly superfluous use of 
religious symbolism and reference throughout the novel, especially the 
bland attempt in the last chapter to "explain" what Palmer Eldritch 
"is". The Little Lecture is inane after the superbly imagined enpr- 
fence created in the previous pages. The religious element is useful 
only tc extent tc which it illuminates one point e because of it, Dick’s 
vision widens to such an extent that wo arc- faced with a world (poss
ibly cue of the few in all literature) where the mere idea of a bene
volent, or even. omnipotent God, scans ludicrous. ~uinanity is completely 
cut off from those resources of bob?. objective and spiritual reality 
that normally give him the self-acsuranco to keep living.

How doos Dick do it? ??'ow does he prevent the book from becoming ac 
nad as the world pictured?

.lost obviously, because of his own extreme intelligence and torgh- 
i indedness which can coolly evaluate chaos without either falling into 
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it, or indulging himself in it, One co-Id expect no a'cthcr, however 
great, to crest thio boor. and survive, _if he really extended hie c-.rr_ 
TGOovr-.es and co.-ductc-d s gew?nely radical enquiry into the mature of 
r:an under such stress. After all, what is left of man xez subjected 
to such pressures? Dick is not able to create characters (rather than 
r.ere "viewpoints”} that are strong enough to be crd.led representatives 
of humanity. Di ch’s ovr attitude is still too abstract and limited to 
really appreciate the full implications of the world of P/'.T,T'~?~. 
3LD7:I?C.7D hut Dick does mot conduct '.is novel like a Dostoyevsky. 
Dick's prose is 1 is ovzn superlative "melodrama”, the cor..pact, brill
iantly (rather than extensively' imaginative prose of "ugo, Dickens 
at his best, and a very serial 1 number of other science-fiction 
writers. 'Trcm this point of view, T7E T‘J?JB?S 371 GT-’AT A Cl? PALESEEt 
ELICITCh is one of the few masterpieces of recent science fiction.

Ill

however, although a touchstone, IALIjUI jZLDEITCE is only one of 
many dhilip Dick books, and certain?,y is not representative of his 
more usual methods. It is a summit, but the vegetation on the slopes 
if of quite a different hue.

Possibly the best book to discuss in contrast to PALI.dTF, .3LDRIT0Z'. 
is the vastly over-rated "ugo-Z'Zinner T.~iE i'AIT III T7'E 2'.T.y.-' CATTLE. Thio 
novel won its award several years ago, but it took five years to 
reach Australia in e,ny form Since it was published in the sane year 
as, and presumably beat into second or third place ALL "ZE lAdtOTST, the 
best magazine serial of that year, my anticipation was high. Such 
hopes were toppled by my first reading- Although the reviewers unanim
ously call this Dick’s best book, and despite the huge Award itself, 
I cun still only admire the book partially, and scratch my head wond
ering what the fanfare was* about.

To some extent, DIGm C.L.3TLE is a textbook demonstration of Dick’s 
?3Gst qualities. The prose is never less t?ia:: incisive, and the average 
effect is probably as good as T/JJl'lSt ELDDITCE. The first paragraphs cf 
the novel, for instance, superbly catch oa mood of sharply observed 
normality that, at the same tine, warns the reader that a great deal of 
information is being withheld. "Instant tea from the five-cent wall 
dispenser", "imerican Artistic handcrafts Inch’, t e passing cable car, 
and, more noticeably, the ’’women in their long colorful silk dresses” 
migb.t be just part of any normal San Eranciscan scene. 3ut any exper
ienced Philip Dick reader will immediately recognise these facts as 
part of a facade. The passage has Dick’s own brand of suspense in every 
line - the "explanation” that begs further explanation. The effect is 
so uniformly maintained throughout the novel that Dick’s ultimate 
failure to rovide an explanation for the whole of his creation, proves 
~.. spe c i al 1 y di suppo i nt i ng.

Special attention has been paid by “IG” CASTLE’S apologists towards 
the kinds of writing in the novel that are new for Dick, and probably 
unique to this book. Immediately culled to mind is Chapter 14, in which 
Dick comes closest in any of his writing to a genuine exploration of 
the emotions and intellectual standing of one of his characters. mr.
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ITobusku Tagcr.i, the Trade I-'issicn official and expert in the Japanese 
game of I Ching finds his uorld crumbling under the pressure of the 
events of the novel. Di ch’s writing is as •; surer fully abstract as ever 
(the elements in Japanese thought violated by su 3h a disintegration 
are analyzed and pondered), but Dick is far more concerned vith his 
character &c a victim than as am active vie-.moi: t, One need only com
pare Barney L'ayerson (-.-/hose personal suffering is never a point at 
issue) and Tagorei to see the difference.

Eorrevor, Dick’s ’.rider pence ticns nitkin this novel are ultimately 
vzasted. As in all of his novels, Loti the "lot construction and variety 
of symbols prevent the exploration of the viewpoint of any one charac
ter. For instance, the variety and alternation of characters is far 
core dizzying than in PZJKE?. ELDDJTCL. In Charter I -re meet antique- 
dealer Robert Chilian and Frank Frink, indefatigable fig'ter against 
the reigning fascist governments, and ve first hear of Tagomi. Chap
ter Two brings Tagomi, the mysterious ’’man from. Sweden” hr. Baynes, 
and rze return tc Chilian. Chapter Three introduces perhaps the best- 
sustained character of the novel, Juliana Frink. Fror then on, Dick’s 
shuffling of this largo, mixed bag of characters is fluid and inter
esting, but sometimes is just confusing and detrimental to the flow 
of the novel as a whcle.

The problem is that each of these characters has esual status in 
the plot, or the reasons are left unclear why come characters are 
emphasized more than others Tagomi and Juliana Frink compared with 
the others). If Dick adopts this highly patterned structure to main
tain reader interest, then he fails. Because each ofDi ids characters 
is interesting in his or her ovm right, the reader constantly hopes 
for long sequences fully developing the possibilities of a couple of 
the main characters, instead of watching the construction of u jig
saw in which no character fully completes the pattern.

Again, if Dick adopts this structure in order to present a com
posite picture of a fully imagined urorld (in which. Japan and Germany 
won the Second 'lorld *7ar and jointly occupy America) then I would say 
that he completely fails. Each character has interests and a viewpoint 
too small to see the whole picture, "le know little more about the soc
iety of such an America at the end of the novel than we do at the beg
inning. Dick has shovzn many times that he is no political scientist, 
and his failure to illustrate Iiow sue? a political system would affect 
the lives of these -./ho live under it, is lamentable. In contrast to 
lAIi'E ■ ELDDITCB, whose wcrli is fully developed, but only credible 
within the novel, FIGT CASTLE, more than any other novel that Dick 
has written, is of the ”v/hat if...?” variety. Eowever, Dick seems 
incapable in this novel of fully extrapolating the possible effects of 
fascism on America (unbelievably mild, for most of the characters), or 
of fully constructing his own bizarre type cf novel, in which the 
reader does not normally bother to ask if it could ’’really happen. ”

LCAIT III TLE .L'Gn CASTLE therefore seems a very different book from 
PAIIfEP, ELDPJTGJ. The probl er.-, is that Dick depends on the same sort of 
manoeuvre as in FAUDSs .'ILDDJTT in order to unify and order Lis book. 
Dick needs a meaningful central symbol as the axle of his
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vorld

7‘ovever, he overrlays his hand, trios to found the book on tvo 
central ideas (l Cliir.g and E-uvthorne Abendsun, the ”man in the high 
ca tie”; ar..d fails to make either of then fully relevant to the 
■whole bock. As vith Palmer Fldritch at the beginning of his kook, 
I Ching hec the ki 1 of mythic importance that lends srcren.se and 
flavour to the novel’s irhole proceedings. Forever the evocation of 
tie Japanese life-stylo an:‘ de; endance upon a pre cognitive machine/ 
game (or -hat ever) is ultimately a static device - it aids the riot 
but is inct the “lot - its use -'.cos not polarize conflicts and settle 
issues. It remains interesting background, and little more.

Favthorne and his bock TZ3 DRAS.TXFFEs LI.F2 FE4.VZ (a science
fiction jaunt in -..hick America and the Allies von the -rar) are 
initially even more fascinating to the render than is I Ching. 
Dick ’.rants this figure (vho remains vague and mythical tc the end 
of the novel, instead of acquiring the reality of a character) tc 
be the cruz of the action. But the main disappointment of the novel 
is to find that the last chapter, centring on Abendsun, provides 
a complete anticlimax to the novel. Dick’s splendid structure coll
apses into purposelessness because the author can find no vay to 
cent ro-stone the arch.os.

These tve symbols, as veil as all the other fascinating ideas 
that festoon the narrative, and could only have been invented by 
Philip Dick, ultimately have no ’ caning to the render. They remain 
static -;ithin the novel. They do not change shape and illw-irate the 
reader’s view of the nesrly—created vorld, but merely remain a part 
of it. It is due only tc Dick’s basic skills that the novel does not 
seen quite irrelevant until the end, hovever. It is "good entertain
ment”, but much of the entertainment is in the suspense of the plot.

7o expect a climax as brilliant ns that in, for instance, TIItE CUT OF 
JflilT, but the anticipation goes unregarded. TIBS 1£AN_ III TEC?. FIC-F 
C.r.ATLB is like a car full porfectly-vorking machinery, none of nhose 
pieces connect vith each other. The vehicle just doos not go.

I -.rant to mention CLA1T3 OF T~'.F ALHIAIIF 1X011 briefly - mentioned, 
because it belongs chronologically -with this bate?.?, of novels? but men 
tioned briefly, because it arrived in Australia serno years ago in an 
Ace edition neither reissued in paperback nor hardbound editions.

CLAiTS is nearly as successful as FALLISR. FLDRITCF, but ’.•.'■ill prob
ably be forever doomed to obscurity by Ace’s presentation and title, 
ick finds a central idea that is artistically fully satisfying and 

fully ox-lored - pathological ’’madnesss”. It is seen in tvrc trays - 
as institutional (the political organisation of a mental hospital 
left abandoned on an Alphane I'oon) and personal (Chuck Ritters
dorf’s personal problems). The tribes of the Alphane I.'oon are 
named after various sorts of mental illness that -zero present vhen 
the satellite -.ras rental hospital (Fares = Faranoics, Skitsos = 
Schizophrenics, etc.;. The antics of the clan politicians are set off 
against the antics of Rittersdorf desperately trying to escape from 
his vife, and seeming to go mad in the precess. Fsrha^s Dick’s comedy 
is even too tough-minded; his superlatively sane treaifizent of the
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whole novel strikes one as almost 'boo urbane. however Dick is always 
at his best when he see":.s most det chef from his material. Only then 
is he able to assemble it into a clearly observed, unity, "Then Dick 
becomes too fascinated by his self-created trees, the reader has no 
hope of seeing ther wood.

CLA1TD CF THIS ALFHAiiE I’CCLLj io a near—m?>ster;:iece. It must be rend 
by any serious reader of Dick - if you can buy it.

IV

Dick’s novels fall into two main categories (as I outlined at 
the beginning of this article). There are those with. a fairly 
simple structure, based on a strong central "idea” (PAWED. 3LD- 
RITC.f and CLhlTS). Then there are Dick’s "circuses” - farragoes of 
ideas and characters which have their nearest equivalent in 
Fellini's films, and which often fail for the lorae reasons (to 
bo fair to Fellini, I hardly think Dick will ever manage an 8y). 
Dick’s Christmas puddings are often so constructed as to sabotage 
the whole purpose of the novel in general, i.e. the dynamic explor - 
ation of an imagined world.

DR 3L0CDMCWSZ, or, V0'7 ".(3 GCT ALOITG AFT3R TSS BCLiB is clearly 
one of Dick’s "circuses”, yet unlike HIGH.' CASTLE leaves the reader 
considerably refreshed, if not fully satisfied.

Dick seems to bo writing another eztrapolative novol of social 
evaluation, and t. .e first chapter is the nearest he has ever 
reached to the realist novel of contemporary ’’normality”. The first 
paragraph. of the novel, for instance, has a peculiarly neutral tone, 
as it describes a scene decked with all the trappings of modern
American civilisation.

The mood docs rot change for several pages until recognisably 
Fhildickian phenomena start to raise their abnormal beads. The psych
ologist Dr. Stockstill and "heavily-accented" Er. Tree could only be 
figures from a Philip Dick novel. For at least two chapters, one is 
tempted to think that Dick has completely missed the boat this time. 
The ideas are, for awhile, mere cliches and ludicrously gouache car
icature of Dr. Bluthgold/ldr. Tree (vzho has that "twisted quality" , 
about him) nearly make a farce of the book before it starts.

Again it is made plain that Dick cannot write about "objective 
social reality" (a la Flaubert, Conrad, etc.) but his mind immediate
ly turns to what wo call "abnormality" in order to construct his own 
"normality". In PAIEER ELDRITCH the distinction between the two 
terms almost disappear s. In DE BLCODEOilVY the terms are reversed 
rather than fused into one. It is impossible to think of Dick writing 
a novel as truly extrcvpolative or us highly derived from traditional 
Vester:*, humanist tradition us, for instance, filler’s CAilTICLE FCR 
LEIBC’ITZ. Dick’s vocabulary converts all his material into one or 
other of his "read worlds".

It is odd that DR DLCCDI.’CIIFZ succeeds where ZIG” CASTLE fails. It 
is in essence a far less original novel than the latter. Post-Bomb 
stories are legion, and one hopes this ’.rill one of the last.



mowover, instead of a cliched idea dragging the novel into med
iocrity, it provides DR BLCCDI CHEF vdth a built-in advantage. In
stead of needing to build an entire world fro::' scratch at the beginn
ing of the novel, Jicir is able to use the host— Bomb tradition itself 
as a factor in his plotting. The s f reader "knows" from very long 
conditioning that a primitive society is the only logical result of 
an all-out atomic war, co Dick needs only to define a snail p ;rt of 
this primitive world in order to create his own fully consistent 
background to the novel.

In DR BLOC Ib.CiTEI ve are told little more about the postulated 
socio-cco-political America than ~:iq are in RIG" CATTLE, but due to 
this entra background of traditional responses, the reader finds the 
actual world of JT'. BLCODECllEI fur richer and more fascinating than 
that of the formc-r novel. The same can be said for Dick*s ideas in 
this novel. Apart from s* ;h critically important original "charac
ters” us "oppy Herrington and ”klt Dangerfield, Dick validates Bill 
roller by presuming on our "knowledge” that mutuations Trill inev
itably abound after an atonic war. Ther world of DR BLCCDHOIBEI would 
seen doomed by Dick’s multiplicity of characters (about ten major 
ones; and allusions. Fortunately the background provides a firm 
stage for the "action” of such flimsy props.

After the first chapter, the rest of the novel transcends all 
cliches. Dick has never before felt so free to indulge himself in 
obviously theatrical gestures. The strength of the narrative is 
such, however, that these gestures do net tend away from the centre. 
The reader is net marooned at the side of the novel. In no other 
Hhili ; Dick novel is one so invited to jump a ’•/‘rarHMii+.'r «inH 
course the novel’s action is impossible, i

I for one could not cure less. The 
gives beauty and irr ortance to/whffc 
elsewhere, of course lies in Dick’s prose 
to such gaudily florid heights.

u Ifarl ewe or Shakespeare, his 
prose carries off these grand

"credibility gap”. Of 
and so is all of Dick’s 
secret to this flamboynncy, 

:F.J‘would be insanely grot- 
. Hover before has it 

Hot that Dick suddenly becomes 
lucidly factual, but almost impetuous 
gestures.

-re r :. 
vrhi ch 
espue 
risen

After tracing the complez fight between Hoppy Farrington, Dill 
Seller and Bluthgeld (who can activate orbiting nuclear satellites 
with his mind), Dick resolves the conflict in a piece of action, 
which, for the moment, totally disorientates the reader. His equilib
rium is only restored when Dick reconstructs the seeming chaos at the 
end of the novel into some strange sort of new reality. Edie Heller, 
the little girl, is trying to prevent Er. Tree (Bluthgeld) from con
tinuing to activate the nuclear weapons, so threatening to wrec^ the 
world still left after the last atomic "war"?

Edie said, "Listen, Er. Tree - " And then she stopped, 
because there- was no longer any hr. Tree there. The dog turned, 
whine^ and nd thin her Bill moaned.

High un in the air, a tiny black speck blew and tumbled; the 
girl watched. it drift as if it were cc"ght in some violent spout 
of wind. It was I'r. Tree and his arms st*"ch out as be rolled over 
and over, dropping end rising like a kite... Something had held o 
Er. Tree and it eras killing him. It lifted him higher and higher,
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and then Edie shrieked. It. Tree suddenly dropped. ~e fell like a 
stone straight to the ground; sle shut her eyes and her dog, 
Terry, let out a hovl of stark dismay. (p 131)

The gesture is overvhelmingly vivid. This passage perfectly illust
rates the best of Dick’s vriting, not to mention his superbly shilled 
erepl cyinent of the "viewpoint” character to detail an emotional 
reaction felt by the render as veil. Dick’s joke is that "hoppy did 
it" - the Y/orld of Dr. Bloodr.oney is one in vhich only one psychic 
monstrosity could kill another. Both action and joke are numbing.

This novel stands up so veil compared vith the others, hovever, 
because it is rich enough to include possibilities other than the 
monstrous •

Early in the novel, for instance, Dick’s prose takes quite an un
expected turn into naturalism in Chapter IV (a "flask-forvard" sequ
ence occurring before the drop; ing of the Bomb; -.-.•here he depicts a 
scene of almost cosy domesticity. (p 43). This ty; o of prose is not 
repeated in the same vuy, but in the rest of the novel there is a 
cense of some basic normality vhich. is plagued and controlled by, but 
must accept the abnormal ity vithin it. Even -.rithin the passage just 
mentioned, the family conversation is ironically concerned vith 
Edie’s "brother".

Tovards the end of the novel the traditional imago of the "tovn 
meeting" is turned on its head. A natural meeting-place for primit
ive America becomes the gathering to hear .alt Dangerfield in his 
satellite read CF ZDI.CAIT BCITDAGE and provide an anchor of sanity for 
the vorld belov.

Dangerfield himself io probably the most positive element in the 
book. lie is a character vho has so turned a personal catastrophe 
(the death of his vife; his capsule turned into an eternal satellite 
instead of a mission to Venus) into a necessary and humanitarian 
blessing, that he acquires the stature of a saviour, Eovever, Dick 
is never an allegorist. his emphasis falls on the plight, and 
triumph of Dangerfield as n person, rather than as a symbol for any
thing. It is through Dangerfield that Dick describes one of those 
"visions" entirely peculiar to scicnco-flotion. A.s the mad Dr. Bluth- 
geld again sots out to ruin the vorld, Dangerfield sees the explosions 
across the rim of the horizon, vhile plagued vit’;. growing heart pains 
i'duced directly from below by hoppy?

And then he thought he saw something. Beyond the window of the 
satellite - a flash far off, along the rim of the Earth’s darker 
edge, '/hat was that? he asked himself. An explosion, like the ones 
’ a had seen and cringed from seven years ago... the flares ig
nited over the surface of the Earth, 'lore they beginning again?

Cn his feet he stood peering out, hardly breathing. Seconds 
passed and there were no further explosions. And yet it frightened 
him. Like the pair inside him, it was too odd to be dismissed... 
I fool ill, he repeated to himself, resuming his litany based on 
his great discomfort. Can’t they got me dorm?....

For bis own needs he put on a tape of Bach B I.'inor I.'ass; the
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giant choral sound filled the satellite and made him forget. The 
pain insme9 the dull, elderly explosion. briefly outlined beyond 
the vindov - both began to leave hie mind. (up 170-1)

hero Dick shove Lie i3C.lt i faceted narrative techni re - the
images of the passage are not just descriptive addenda, but are 
the narrative us veil. At the same tine the scene is part cf an 
extremely complex and rapidly developing narrative in ukioh (cf.HIGE 
CA-TLE) all the parts cf the jigsan not only enmesh -./ith each other 
but form a pattern for more imaginative and powerful than any of the 
parts on their ov/n.

DR. 3LCCDI.•"Oi’EZ is still not a perfect novel (are there any?), or 
at least net in the way in which P/JJ.ER ELDRITCH. is near-perfect.The 
narrative is still undisciplined, despite its triumph compared with 
similar novels by Dick. The groteoaueries and theatrical effects al
most overwhelm the mainstream of the novel at times, and there is an 
unresolved, if unworrying, conflict between the extrapolative and 
fanciful aims of the book. Fortunately Dick’s orm highly intellectual 
and unsentimental ’’fancy” v/ins out, with the s-oct‘?acul.ur results 
cut1i ned above.

The main source of failure is of course Dr. Tree (Dr, Dlu.thgeld) 
who never becomes anything more than the cliche of the beginning of 
the book. He certainly never takes on the mythic and horrifying 
features of Dr. Strangelove himself, to whom the title rather naively 
alludes. For me, the would-be "itler, Hoppy Harrington, who still 
elicits some sympathy from the reader, is far more credible -do a Dr. 
Strangelove figure, but he is not the one who caused the mysterious 
’’accident” of 1972, or tie ’’war” of 1081. Fortunately the rest of the 
novel is more than strong enough to withstand this particular type of 
oentrelessness (And why the crude name for the bock anyway? - .a care
less I.r. Dick, cr another Ace executive’s nominative monstrosity?). 
Despite these quibbles, DR. DLCODTCIIEY must be rated us one of Philip 
Dick’s most full-flavoured novels, without the intellectual intensity 
of the central charters cf PALLHR ELDRITCH or the : aiming drawbacks 
of I AT III THE HIGH CASTLE

(lIEZT ISSUE? A short, not very complimentary look at PElIULTIliATE 
TRUTH, THE ".’GRLD JONES LADE, and TEE GMHI/EDE TAKEOVER. 
The third in this series -.rill masticate ORACH III SPACE, COUNTER- 
CLOCF. UCRLD and THE ZAP QUIT. A fourth article could look at 
ITC-7 "AIT FOB LAST YEAR (c-r is that only another title for CC‘7?) 
and DC ANDROIDS BREAK ELECTRIC SHEEP? if either of these two novels 
bo cue avai 1 ah 1 e in. Austral i a. )
OOOOOOCCOOOCOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOCOOCCOOCOC’COOOCOCOOOGOCGOOCOCO' 

GOD HELP THE HLIHD AND THE IGiTGRANT!

J. AIT IP THE HIGH CASTLE EALIGNED...........

I finally came across John Drunner’s article on Dick in NE17 WELDS 
16c (it was hiding in Leigh Edmonds’ bock-case all the time) in 
which John describes the point of TAIT III THE SIGH CASTLE thus? 
’’The action of HIGH CASALE develops around the quest of anumber
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of the main fcracters for author of a book set in a vorld vzhere 
the Allies vere not defeated (i.e. one corresponding to our ovn.), 
and mb on located the author declares that bo didn’t recite the book 
himself - he "lotted it entirely by co ns:-.It in." the I CBIHG. In 
ether nords, the Book of Changes itself rzished to inform the rzorld 
that this our defeat rzas not reality - that olsevcere there vzas a 
truer vorld in vzhich all had turned out for the best.”

As you purcap readers have probably realised by nov (and sharp
ened suitable blue pencils to- send in angry protests) I missed the 
vzhc-le point of the novel J I looked up the last chapter last night, 
and cure enough, kunthome (after three cr four pages of ambiguous 
cross-questioning by Juliana) admits the true authorship of his 
book. IIo vender the last chapter seemed for me unforgivably disapp
ointing.

But even if I admit this point, does it change the my interp
retation cf the novel? In my orzn defence, I must say that I don’t 
usually miss the main points -of novels. In ct: er rzerds, admission 
of this point might not change my general impression of the novel. 
There are .just too many threads in the novel , too many red herr
ings, for any but the most devoted readers to concentrate on the 
Tzcb of the novel. So I Ching proves to be the main point of the 
novel, '.’hero then does this leave the political considerations that 
are also discussed, as veil as all the other implications of Japan
ese occupation of America? I.'AIT I1T T73 ~IGH CASTLE is still a much 
more difficult book to like than those novels I praise in this 
article. At any rate, a checkup vzculd moan reading the book again 
very/ carefully, and spending a great deal of no time vriting 
another long article or. the subject. There is just no time at the 
moment for Retrospectives.

BUT.... semevhere out there is -a Phil-’p Dick reader vzith time on 
his hands, a copy of EA1T ITT TEE EIGE CASTLE, and some understanding 
of this infuriating novel, “'.kite to me, vzkeever you arc, and public
ation is guaranteed.

OOOOCOOOCOOOCCCCOOOOOOOCCOOOCOCCOOCOOGCOCCOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCCOcooooo

GEORGE TURNER vzrote, sayings

"As regards the Dick idea — I quail at the thought" (BGe I had 
asked George if he vzould like to comment or. these articles and Dick’s 
vork in general, before publication) "Doing the man justice (and I 
rzouldn’t take it on vith the idea of doing less) rzculd entail re
reading the entire Dick canon, vhich is a fearsome thought in itself - 
it runs to a couple of million rzords. The trouble vzith him is that it

I am, George, but I tremble at your verdict on the above mishmash, 
any.zay. Reading Dick is not the problem (sheer pleasure) - it’s 
obtaining his novels that causes the real headaches.
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IT’S T HAT FILI.’ A G A I II

2 CO I s CREDIT CHECKLIST

cooooooooooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooooocooccooooooooooooooooooooooooocoooooooc

Direction and Productions CTAIILEZ
KUBRICK

Scripts STAULEZ KUBRICK Or C

Director of Photography's GECFFRBZ
TnTS’TORTI-I

Art Directors TCirZ LASTERS

Associate Producers VICTOR LZIIDOIT

CAST s

BciTcans K3IR DULL3A

Pooles DARK LCCKVOOD

Dr Keyvrood Floyds ’7ILLIAT SZLVBCT.TZ

IZichaelss SBA1I SULLIVAN

Kalvorsens EC BEIT BEATTZ

Smyslovs LEONARD ROSSITER

Elenas IARGARE2 TZEACK

Nick Killers KEVIN SCOTT

British EGI/

Ci ner ana/Super Panavision

J ’etrocolor

140 minutes

IVS-ICAL SCORES

Available - Soundtrack on

I’G-I.' records, Stereo SIR 1CST 

1. c 7 ALSO STRACK ZARATHUSTRA
(Ri chard Strauss",

Karl Bohn conducting 
Berlin Philharmonic Orch.

4.04 RE^TTIEI'. FOR SCPRAIJC, I'ELIZO- 
SCPRANO, 2 I IKED CEO IPS AND 
ORCHESTRA
(Gyorgy Ligeti)

Francis Travis conducting 
Bavarian Radio Orchestra

6.55 TEE BLUB DANUBE
(Johann Strauss)

Herbert Von Karajan conducting 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

5.50 LUK A3TBRIIA
TUyorgy Ligeti)

C1 ytus GottvzaId conducting 
Stuttgart Echo la Santorum

5.12 ADAGIO from GATiIB B/iKT? SUITS 
TZhat chatur i an;

Gennadi Rozhdestvensky cord. 
Loni ngrad Phi 1 harmoni c Or ch.

7.55 ATI 'OSP'JiRES (Ligeti"

Ernest Dour conducting
Su.dvectfunk 0rchestra

-all recordings originally by
D’TrSCHB GBAI1 CZZOH GESELLSCHAFT

All cf those pieces except the RBOUIEK 
are available on a C3S record
"IUJS’IC FRCI.: TVC SPACE SPECTACULARS”.
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There -fill be a series of articles, John decided. George Turner 
wrote first, Lee Harding answered, J. ungo I.-aeCallum offered his acid 
drop, and I my meanderings. nothing much really. T7ith a bit of luck 
and quite some help from a few hyper-intelligent film-watchers, we 
managed to decode a puzzling film. A drop in the bucket, we thought. 
An unnoticed defence against the absurdities of overseas and local 
reviewers. It would all be forgotten soon.... I'/'GE’s biggest bomb will 
disappear where all great misunderstood films go, and the public will 
ignore it as effectively as they ignored CITIZEN KANE, or anything 
else great from America.

Somehow, doom never fell. SCC1 threatens to become I/'GI.-’s most 
successful film (ahead of GONE '.7ITB TEE HID?). It is still running 
in New ‘fork, and after seeming tc fulfill gloomy predictions in Mel
bourne, opened again at the Dendy on Boxing Day. Kubrick has become 
a guru instead of a pariah.

I.'ore remarkably, we were not alone in gaining some hold on the 
film (in AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION RE7IE77 No 1?). The interpretat
ion we pounced upon (or, those elements we agreed about) has been 
substantially echoed by at least two other critics, and Kubrick him
self. "7e didn’t agree with Arthur Clarke, but he doesn’t seem to 
have seen the film at all. There were the expected moronic reviews, 
but they did not go unchallenged. Net unexpectedly, the worst 
review came from GALAZZ Magazine (Lester Del Rey), with Ed Eash’s 
oohing and ahi ng not far behind (FdtSF). “fithin the s-f magazines, 
only Belaney showed that he had watched the film at all carefully.

The remarkable commentaries that I have seen, come from David 
Austen of the British FILMS ■?- Fill ING and "’alter Breen of the ast
onishing fanzine ’7ARZ001T. Kubrick was interviewed in BLAKBOY (in 
one of the few issues admitted to Australia). I ore directly connected 
with the film are two records released of the musical score, and 
Clarke’s Book of the Film, which squelched along to comfort us in the 
absence of its mentor.

And to round off an annee extraordinaire for science fiction, 
2001 returns. ’7ith others, I will roll along to gasp, purr, and blow 
my mind at one of the few films I could see for the fourth time... and 
the fifth... and the sixth. I was even thinking of (famouse John 
Bangsund quotation) turning S F COI.'I'ENTARY into a 2001 fanzine,but 
there seem to irrational elements in the s f community who would 
object violently. Come have even vowed to read no more on the film.

On that heretical note, let us adjourn to the Book of the same 
name. No excuse for not reading

GEC' 1GE TURNER r evi ews 
2001; A SfACE CDDZSCEZ

by ART7.IJR C CLARKE
(Arrow British paperback)

Reviewing Arthur 3. Clarke’s 
book comes as a labour. It fits into 
my category of ho-hum novels, but 
must be noticed because of its res
pectable antecedents. It solves none 
of the problems raised, by Kubrick’s 
handling of the theme and illuminates
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esemblances are, apart from the plot and scenery, sup- 
treatment is pedestrian and the viewpoint wildly apart 
.he film.

food for thought 
the oppes- 

novel settles firmly for 
as silly and juvenile, and throws the 

of the window. Cle,rke’s intelligences beyond 
tehers. They interfere by kicking primitive 

They are

"'.’hatever you thought of the film, it presonte
and alternatives of interpretation (unless you belong to 
ition who dismissed it as a loud of junk). The 
the interpretation I dismissed 
religious symbolists out of the window. Clarke’s 
the stars are not mere watchers. They interfere 
humanity cr. to the road to technolog ical advancement. 
Big Daddy.

The plot follows 
Star Gate is reached, 
and fi nal1 y. Clarke’s 
transported by “space 
minutes in a “familiarising” 
orise his life backwards until 
the Space Baby, 
the,environs of 
idea what to do 
lines ?

he film fairly closely until 
and here Clarke and Kubrick ■ 
handling is traditional and ■ 
pod” to a far region, where ' 

room; then Big Daddy 
at the foetal stage

And Space Baby launches himself across 
Earth. At this point Clarke seems to 
with his creation, and in fact says

t" e matter of the 
iart company firmly 
.ired sf. Bowman is 
:e spends a few 
“orces hie* to rem- 
he is reborn as 

the cosmos to
have had little 

co. The closing

i
i

over

rill never know whatn< , and it is hard to care.

of extravaganza, we ’ re 
ourselves. The novel 

nothing to arouse centre- 
rke’ s reputation. One 
line Kubrick and 31 ar ke 
artist fortunately had

, after than 10,CCC,000 dollars worth 
unable to do a damn thing for 
•.Ar. and contain

no bonus to Cla 
the pro ducti on 
that the better

Cl _ 
ijO

property again,
is too long for its material < 

oven interest. It is 
that somewhere along 
uncompromisingly and

versy or 
suspects 
differed 
his way.

2001 ? A SPACE < DZSCEIf

Review by DAVID AUSTEN

FILI'S AID FIU'IITG July 1963

Kubrick was intervievzed after

2C01 was simultaneously released 
in most countries (even Melbourne J), 
end so most published reviews were 
written within days of each other. 
By contrast, the ASH- articles were 
written (with the exception of George 
Turner’s) after 2nd and 3rd viewings. 
Breen says that he saw it twice.

the film’s success was assured.

However, the publication dates are all similar (ASER 17 being 
the latest only because of misadventure , so the impressions must 
be taken as simultaneously and independantly arrived at. The views 
expressed in ASEIi are therefore not as esoteric as they appeared at 
first sight. By the same token, wo were not influenced by American or 
Engli s h critics.
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Kubrick litters his film with birth/death symbols, sc it is not 
surprising that Austen’s main point, like Breen’s and ours should be 
that :

Somewhere in space man '.-.'ill find his last great adventure. 
Soon he will make the ultimate voyage of discovery, "’’hatever he 
finds will so alter his concept of time, the perspectives of his 
history, and his fundamental beliefs that it -.rill require the most 
rapid evolution if he is to adapt and survive. The change in man 
’.nil have to be made so quickly and so thoroughly that he “.nil 
emerge a new creature.

This interpretation leaves open the question cf how far man may 
’’change” before becoming unrecognisable, and how compulsive this 
change -nil be. Austen’s point is that 2C01 is an analogue, a 
simulacra, of the process of metamorphosis. It is not an extra
polative newsreel of the change itself. It doesn’t matte’’ a damn 
whether Beaman the character is killed by ZAL (the character) or 
not. The film only comes to life as it reaches beyond its props.

So Austen roast, as we had to, trace the possible webs of mean
ing surrounding the film’s ’’plot”. If he can, he must also pin 
down the ’’limits of ambiguity”. A friend of mine nitpicked at the 
film end r.y view of it: "But -you can make anything out of an"/- film 
if you want to”. Unfortunately you cannot, if you look at the whole 
of any piece of art. Choose widely varying patterns of interpret
ation if you will, but fit all the parts of any one interpretat
ion into some whole jigsaw pattern. It is not good enough for Arthur 
Clarke to say both in an interview end in his novel, that
Dave is conveyed to a room on Jupiter or Saturn, or wherever. 
Just how does this cverliteral view connect with any of the images 
in the so-called ’’psychedelic” sequence? Hot to mention the minor 
problem of Kubrick’s "Beyond the Infinite” tag on the whole sequ
ence. Perhaps a few problems might have been avoided if all rev
iewers had followed the Critical rule-of-thumb that every part of 
a piece of art should be important in itself, and as a part of the 
pattern of the whole.

Austen does his best. Ee tells the "story” of the film in detail, 
grafting the flesh of his interpretation to this ".yell-observed 

skeleton. Zis main line of argument is roughly the same as Breon’s, 
Delaney’s, and curs’ - that the tragedy of the computor (lean’s tech
nology) and the near-tragedy of man, can be best described as a 
"communication breakdown". After treating the Ape Gequencewith little 
comment, Austen proceeds to self-correct an earlier mistake.
Ze originally listed four parts to the film, but of the cut in the 
middle cf the "Dawn of Ilan" sequence ho says:

In one twenty-fourth of a second Kubrick has projected us sore 
three million years through time to the turn cf the 21st cent
ury.... By juxtaposing the bone with the space-craft the film 
succinctly demonstrates that although man has created a fantast
ically complex technology his emotional state has remained rel
atively unchanged. This one cut says more than, for example, the 
whole of FLA1BT 0? TEE APES.
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J. 7-Austen agrees -zith Breen and ourselves in his evaluation of the 
banality of the dialogue and the importance of the music. Austen 
expresses veil a central point about the films

At first the dialogue 
one car. coon accept it 
the media, from videop 
sophisticated, the 
o f coirmuni cat ion, 
nals. To deal "rec 
shall have to rely

butseer's some’./hat banal and pedestrian, 
it as being quite naturalistic. .. Although 

.ones to comsats, become increasingly more 
message is as garbled a 
'■ords are almost as inef 
sely ;nth 
even more

Ac a means
317.0 ke sig
future 77©

ever 
icient as 

the complexities of the 
on the unambiguity of symbols

might, and should h 
to assimilate emotionally the 

through every frame of 
astronauts

Ac Austen comment, the failure 
supplied to us about the 
film. Neomen fight over 
nothing between them- 

stands and

ve, added to this 
changing data 

universe exter.de through every frame of the 
-.Taterholes, American astronauts communicate 
solves (or with the Russian scientists), Dave mi sunder 
underestimates the computor. It is only as HAL’s intelligence is 
disconnected that Man starts to seek a personal understanding of 
the universe, and only at the end of tie film that ho finds it. 
And, as Austen shoved me for the first time, part of AAL’s failure 
is his inability to distinguish bet-reen live and dead humans?

J

Bven Bovenau’s macabre sketches help to confirm this 
HAL’s.

impression of

As for most commentators, including ourselves, Austen’s account 
the last sequence is the least satisfactory section of his over-

uuCi u

everything in th
course; of the 1 
cannot say of th

This final stage of David’s journey can bo seen simultaneious 
ly on several levels which accumulates a meaning beyond logical 
analysis.

The rest of the film invites, not resists, analysis. "Thy opt out on 
the last sequence, after 77riting what has turned out to bo the most 
sensible review of AD01?

TM3 BLCTIT MUD CIT FILM 

by v .ALT j 12.1/ BRiiuid I

I'ARhCON ITo 24

P. 16

Breen’s analysis is far more 
leisurely, and almost slipshod in 
structure. At the same time, it claims 
to comprehend those ’’Limits of Ambig
uity” I have already talked about.Says 
Breen?

I salute Clarke and Shbrick for 
creating, then, Tjhat must be
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called the first genuinely esoteric or occultist film so far put 
across to the public.

Cno could ask cyni 
millions of viewer 
CLEOPATRA was stru 
in his notes, if t 
oof the film, it i 
gages the viewer.

ily occultist” film has attracted 
its way in a medium in which even 
costs? As Loe Harding made clear 
the base of the formal organisation 
the element that emotionally en-

J

his authority. 3 
core to do with ■ 
else is willing 
the evidence of 
HOOD’S EID is a 
which rips from • 
ities. As I have umu uyuun , 
out to dramatize the ending of 
there i 
booi... • • 
scientist,

s

Ip ins case 
makes out a 
ntollactual 
edit. Breen
:e’s s f writing 
yarn, with 
abric of the novel

Clarke’s
CHILDHOOD’3 EID, 

is any workable intellactualized occultisr 
..J George Turner is still right in 

and Kubrick the artist, and 
that was so successful. Ehbrick is the 
Clarke the former ’40s-early ’50s s f ■

by appealling to Arthur Clarke as 
dubious case that Clarke had far 
framework of the film than anyone 
bases his case almost entirely on 

. A risky basis indeed. CHILD
an unexpected, well-written ending 

just because of these qual- 
original script may have set 

but to suggest that 
in the rest of the

saying that Clarke was the 
' that it was this conjunction 
■ former stills-photographcr; 
writer. Enough said?

i

Breen focusses two points in particular which had eluded me. 
basis on the background music and the un-narrativo develop- 

‘ the film has led many people, including John Bangsund and 
imself to talk of the film as a ’’visual symphony”. 3ut 

(or at least my favorites) rarely proceed as slowly, 
tumouredly, and/or pragrammaticully as dees 2001. But u musical 

seem most appropriate. Breen suggests the musical 
both opera (ospec
ies of ’’multi-media”, 
nee to ’’psychedelic” 
1ms, optical illusion

The emp 
me nt of
Kubrick 1 
symphonies 
go od-humour odly, and/or programmatically a 
analogue doos seen most appropriate, 
form nobody else mentioned - Opera, £ 
ially Bayreuth stagings of ".‘fcgner) ar 
thinking of (a) the resemblance of th 
displays (including strobe lights, sp 
painting) in overseas art galleries; 
opera itself to Kubrick-style cinema, 
ous puce of some opera would fill the bill, 
about opera than 2001, I will leave the mus 
one out.

Breen also nicely summarizes points about the surface banalities 
of the film that others have settled, but not so well. The dialogue, 
the attitudes of Floyd and others to the space journey, and the astro
nauts unresponsiveness to the journey ahead, may bo all summarized 
by Breen’s law? ’’Over an;/ s’"fficiently long time, any social pro- 
cess tends to deteriorate”. This law is universal, obvious, and wryly 

the film. The non-communication theme is
_ id--g, compliant attitude of the astro- 
.ch up to the constantly renewed environ-

• certain of his powers, and he/it is least 
ary metamorphosis.

true for most aspects of 
again illuminated by the accepting 
nauts; by their failure to mat 
cent. BAL is most jpgugly 
capably of making/recess

The function of banal material here appears roughly analogous
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to the function o. seemingly banal village band music in I.’ahi er 
symphonies, themselves of Wagnerian intensity and sco;'e, portraying 
mood sequences, making often definable multilevel dramatic points 
without being programme music in the Ctraussian sense.

Karajan’s BLUE DA1IUBEE is about as lyrical as the warhorse will ever 
he, but there is the humour of its inclusion, as well us the pleasure.

Breen’s conclusion from all this is the centre of his argument?
Clearly anything that is to revive the Sense of Wonder has to be 
more extreme... (Clarke stated at the Lunacon that) what people 
vant is a cuddly universe whereas he and Sr.brick wanted to show it 
the wa?/- it is.... Confronted with some oven last er ingly super
human force, any mind — apeman, human or computor — is forced 
into another level or realm of operation (or misoperation), 
even at the cost of drastic change in the body it inhabits.

-I

T.

and less 
review i 
talks ab 
emptuous
The Buddhist references are

J a argument is slicker, more memorable, more stimulating, 
tenable than anything else I have seen on the film. Austen’s 

; far less ambitious, but perhaps more successful. Breen 
ut LCD (as Breen often does) but Kubrick himself is cont- 
towards the idea of using LCD to aid art istic experience.

also Breen-inspired not 2001-directed.

It would have been tco easy to assume that 
Kubrick had heard the opening CAIiATFBJSTRA D; 
such conditions as I did. It was played 
arium chow on Stonehenge, Curing 10S7, 
equinoctial davm as the sun rose over s 
precisely aligned, and the similarity i 
again hear it without visualizing tie S 
in the highest degree — then the dim

■awesome 
f 2001.

and to a central concept, 
lack of trying? Is

Even Breen cannot provide an all --embracing "explanation” of 
film, i.e. a proposition that will illuminate every part of the 
in relation to every other part, 
oversight, through eccentricity or for 
fault?

PLAY30Y September 1968
P. 85

The director himself does 
not provide such an ’’explan
ation". One even suspects at 
times that PLAYBOY inter
viewed Clarke instead of Ifub-



state-of-being, that laces every film he makes. The Kubrick legend 
is demonstrated only in afew good (re)qvotes?

OU THE Finds

"ow much would we appreciate I.'OUA LISA today if Leonardo had 
v/ritten at the bottom of the canvas? ’’This lady is smiling 
slightly because she has rotten teeth” - or ’’because she’s 
hiding a secret from .er lover”?

The very nature of the visual experience in GCO1 is to give 
the viewer an instantane ous, visceral reaction that does not - 
and she Id not - require further amplification.

I will say that the God concept is at the heart of 3001.... 
"Then you thin!' of the giant technological strides that man has 
made in a few millenia can you imagine the evolutionary devel
opment that much older life forms have taken? They would emerge 
from the chrysalis of matter transformed into beings of pure 
energy and spirit. Their potentialities would be limitless 
and their intelligence ungrwspable by humans. These beings 
would be gods tc- the billions of less advanced races in 
the universe, just as -an would appear a god to an ant that 
somehow comprehended man’s e: istence. They would possess the twin 
attributes of all deities -- omniscience and omnipotence... 
They would be incomprehensible tc us except as gods.

ON ESTHAThRtZSTRI'-i LIFE?
I think it was a prominent astronomer who wrote recently, 

"Sometimes I think we are alone, and. sometimes I think we’re 
not. In either case, the idea is quite staggering”.

01! I.ICFTALITH?
(Discussing .Ettinger freezing techniques) Of course, it would 

be something of a letdown if, GOO years from now, somebody just 
pulled the plug on us all, wouldn’t it?

I.an has keen turned loose from religion and has hailed the 
death of his gods. I fan in the EC th Century has been cut adrift in 
a rudderless boat on an uncharted sea; if he is going to stay 
sane throughout the voyage, he must have someone tc care about, 
something that is more important than himself.... God is dead, 
but the bomb endures.

PZo’re fortunate, in a way, that our body, and the fulfillment 
of its needs and functions, plays such an imperative role in our 
lives; this rhysical shell creates a buffer between v.s and the 
mind-paralyzing realization that only a few years of existence 
separate birth from death.... The very meaninglessness of life 
forces man to create his own meaning.... The most terrifying fact 
about the universe is not that it is hostile but that it is 
indifferent.
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The interview did not contain 
know about the film, the sorts of 
by the director. Kubrick’s metier 
research, V/hct are the cinematic roots of the 
the ideas of any school at all, for he has certainly veered widely 
from the Hollywood-naturalist style of his pre-2C01 films? David 
Austen suggests FLASH GORDON I1T L7J1IZN3ZJ). This may he accurate, us 
Resnais’ influence is still the most contag tons in modern cinema. 
If Kubrick is conducting his own private cinematic revolution (whA 
was my impression after first viewing) it is difficult to pinpoint 
the object of rebellion - unless it be all films previously made. 
There is no compensation in this interview for a non—discussion of 
film’s aesthetics. I/aybe this is where we have all tripped up. v,e’* 
discussed ideas, effects, symbols, and every other red herring in ■ 
film. \7e have net discussed the Art of 2001. Cr have wo? ’’Visceral 
cinema", ""Jegnerian multi-media” and "message is the medium" are 
hardly ezr1anations•

1 the sorts of things I wanted to 
things that can only be revealed 
i_s film-making, not RAIJD-Corporation 

roots of the film? Did ho follow
for he has
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Dith 3 iioues in 6 months, maybe 2001 was but ore of the casualties. 
Eoorccck probably thought FILLS Ct FILLING or CAZIERS could do the 
job better, anyway. (Now that’s the one review we haven’t had, and 
probably the most important to Australian cinema opinion.-’•Any of 
our readers subscribe to CAZIERS DU CINET.'A?)

MAGAZINE OF FANTASY fc SCIENCE FICTION August I960

how right Loorcock was may be judged, from the lamentable mess 
served up by the American magazines. To add to the humiliation - 
the prozine reviews seem to be the only ones (except TILE magazine) 
to miss the point of the film entirely.

The one exception io Samuel Delaney, who chares 4 pages with 
Ed Ershvziller. Delaney has little opportunity to develop an argu
ment of any originality, but the space given him by Ed Ferman has 
been used as well us possible. How could anyone better express the 
mood of the film than?

L’nchines on the vast cinerama screen, showing jewelled Lunar 
and trans-Lunar nights, dance, offer themselves to one an
other, supplicate and entreat each others in one scene, 
mechanical hands bear a corpse before an implacable, sperm
shaped space ship whose computer brain has possibly gone "..half 
crazy over the love of you..."

Delaney’s review is particularly interesting to Australian, and 
probably all, viewers because he was fortunate enough to see the 
whole film before Kubrick was forced to cut it.

Throughout this centre section of the movie, Kubrick carefully 
creates a gravity-less universe? as the film progresses, con
cepts like up and down disintegrate under the cinerama medium. 
In the un-cut version we were given a long and lyric sequence 
Gary Lockwood walking, running, jogging about the walls of a g 
circular room. The original length of the scone gave the uudie 
time to make the very difficult translation of their owr. phys
ical movements into this new space. Now the scene is considera 
truncated... the hold is a little looser.

People talk to one another, make speeches, listen to orders (and 
in the un-cut version, one set of orders is run twice verbatim 
to great ironic effect), and only moments later do we realize that 
the information content is nil.

All of which only confirms some points made hesitantly by other 
reviewers.

G/PLATY I'agazine Ju 1 y 1963
Lester Del Bey is distressed about 2001. It is not the s f film 

he had been hoping for. One shudders to think what he was hoping for 
- something a little lower than the APES perhaps? In a two-page review 
Del Dey manages to show a complete misunderstanding of the functions 
of all art (including his own genre and short stories) and not just

3 F I



of Kubrick’s film; Says Del Bey?

Finally we get an endless run of obvious and empty symbols on the 
screen, followed by our Lore in a strange room. ...This isn’t a 
normal science-fiction movie at all, you see. It’s the first of 
the New 'lave Thing movies, with the usual empty symbolism.

I had thought that all communication was symbolic, in lieu of tele
pathy (and t.p. contact v/ould also bo structured by a language), but 
I may be wrong. Del Roy doesn’t say what Kubrick was going to use 
instead of symbols. In fact, I think Del Rey even wanted to meet The 
Alien - that’s the most original thought on the film, so furJ (Like 
ALL JUDGI.'ENT FLED out of CEILDRCOD’E END).

Al TALC 6 November I960

Harry Stine is no less puzzled than Del Rey, and his 
arpings are just as futile. I know that P.CO1 is a”sterile” film - 
terilo of women and children, perhaps, but not ofideas. The main 
roblom with any brickbats thrown at the film is that Kubrick has 
nticipated them all and already thrown them buck in the reviewers’ 
aces. Frustrating, ain’t it?

0000++++0000
12 page checklists on That Film again do little to win friends 

nd influence subscribers. Purely a private, fannish project, in 
act, helped out by George Turner. None of this is anywhere as good 
s the film anyway. So, my New Year’s message to all isP H

) P
 

*3
 P D O

SEE 2 0 0 1 A G A I IT

and then write me long letters of comment about it.
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E E L F A N C R A I..' A

The I.GELBCURNE SCIENCE FICTICIT CLUB has been running for many years. 
•Thile import quotas prevented American publications from entering Aus
tralia, the Club was the main distribution point for any and all science 
fiction that Iforvyn Binns could discover. During the lust few years, 
it has maintained that function, as well as becoming a social club, and 

one of the world’s few science fiction Libraries.centre for

com to
1 act- 
very

I.'ervyn 3:

who 
the 
end

is (again) in trouble] I
_ keep up the standard - because of my o1 
few years (38 miles '7IF7 of Idel bourne) I 
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Binns, -.-/unto interested i 

Wednesday and Friday nights, and 
Ctevens, 
frequently, although a schedule for 
the time of writing. From my point 
the main problem seems to be the direction of Club activity, 
activity enough? The club is trying a Discussion Hight durii 
(before this issue appears) with George Turner as Guest Speaker 
the sort of thing 3 F Clubs shoulcl do, wouldn’t you think? 
kind of activity does not achieve anything, then Iderv 
close the club.

feel guilty when urging all those 
outlandish address of
’ have been able to att- 

The Secretary and main standard-bearer 
members to turn up (during January) 

nd thereafter on Wednesday nights.
on

7e dne s day ni ght s. Pau 1 
of the associated I.ELBOURNE FANTASY FILE GROUP offers films 

the year had not been drarm up at 
of view (admittedly a skew angle)

’. Is social 
ng January 

. Just 
•ut if this 

feels he must

19 Somerset
i virtu-
Bulk Store, 
of wooden 
the top. 

and the high-rise apart-

The address of the JfELBCURNE SCIENCE FICTIC1T CLUB 
Place, I’elbourne, 3CC0 and is situated behind I'cGills. 
ally invisible, unless you know to enter the door of 17 
scramble between the cobwebs up two steep forbidding fj.xgxius 
stairs, and enter trembling into the Cavern of Barbarolia at 
It’s all a cross between a Carbonari hideout and 
mont in BAREFOOT III TEE PARK.)

oooo-H-++ooeo
Melbourne and Sydney are blessed by several other competitor 

’’fanzines” \= Fun Ifagazines = amateur Roneoed journals).

The magazine for several years, the magazine that inspired most of 
the others, bus been A3FR. Its lust issue is announced in ITo 19. To 
replace it, John 3angsund will edit *SKYTHROP* a magazine that will 
include, as well as 3 F fandom, or, could I guess?- Thomas Love Pea
cock Fandom, Thomas Hardy Fandom, Beethoven Fandom, Politics Fandom. 
Unmissable (Subs, etc - P.O. Boz 19, Ferntree Gully, Vic.0156).

The same address for Leigh Edmonds’, Diane B'.ngsund’s and Bernie 
Bornhou.se *s RATAPLAN I.’AGASINE OF THE ARTS, mentioned already. 
Leigh is also Official Editor of the AFA-A organization (ATATEUR PRESS 
ASSCCIATier CF AUSTRALASIA), limited to 25 members, but still open to 
about ten members. You do thirty copies of one fanzine, send it to Leigh, 
with 02 yearly subscription, and you get back copies of 14+ other fan
zines. Next mailing February 10; minimum contribution per six months - 
6 quarto pages.

Naturally I have kept Ron Clarke’s I7ENT0R til last because he is a 
Real Competitor - articles on S F and associated topics, plus amateur 
fiction. Fortunately Ron lives in Sydney, so I cannot pour sugar in 
his duplicator, or steal contributions frothily. ®e verst of,it all io 
that L7ENT0R is entertaining local material .RcJ. , "Normanhurst, NfevZ 2UT6

Bornhou.se
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PUBLIC'7TICITS DISCUSSED III 1THIS ISSUE (Continued from Page 3)

13 Harry HARRISON s LAKE RCCL’l LAKE BOOLE

60 Stanley KUBRICK ? PLAYBOY INTERVIEW? STANLE.T KUBRICK
53 (Film) 2C01 ? A SPACE ODYSSEY

uu Michael IOCRCOCK (ed) ? NE7 UCRLDS IToc. 173-183

30 Frederik Pohl (ed ) ? GALAXY, IF, Feb-Sep 1968

10 Joanna EUSS : PICiTIC C1T PARADISE
11 Robert SILVZRBERG ? THE I ASKS OF TINE
24 A.E. VAN VCGT ? THE PROXY INTELLIGENCE
19 Kart VONNEGUT Jr ? CAT ’ S CRADLE

: TEE SIRENS OF TITEN

000000000000000000000ooco0000000000cocccocooooooooooooocoooococoooccc000

DUPLICATIONS Leigh Edmonds
STENCILS? Ro neo
TYFK.’RITSR; Olivetti Lettera 32

(loan courtesy of Robin Gillespie)

HARD 7JDRK (Through Lack of Foresight) s Bruce Gillespie 
and Leigh Edmonds

INSPIRATION (I must admit): John Bungsund, Loo Harding,
Dick Bergeron, George Turner, 
John Fcyster, Leigh Edmonds.•

A ** NOSTALGIA ** Production.

copyright 1969 by Bruce Gillespie, and the authors.
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